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ABSTRACT

In this work, we have applied a systematic calibration, validation and application

procedure based on the methodology of mathematical modeling to international ther-

monuclear experimental reactor (ITER) ignition studies. The multi-mode plasma

transport model used here includes a linear combination of drift wave branch and

ballooning branch instabilities with two a priori uncertain constants to account for

anomalous plasma transport in tokamaks. A Bayesian parameter estimation method

is used including experimental calibration error/model offsets and error bar rescaling

factors to determine the two uncertain constants in the transport model with quanti-

tative confidence level estimates for the calibrated parameters, which gives two satu-

ration levels of instabilities. This method is first tested using a gyroBohm multi-mode

transport model with a pair of DIII-D discharge experimental data, and then applied

to calibrating a nominal multi-mode transport model against a broad database using

twelve discharges from seven different tokamaks. The calibrated transport model is

then validated on five discharges from JT-60 with no adjustable constants. The re-

sults are in a good agreement with experimental data. Finally, the resulting class of

multi-mode tokamak plasma transport models is applied to the transport analysis of

the ignition probability in a next generation machine, ITER. A reference simulation of

basic ITER engineering design activity (EDA) parameters shows that a self-sustained

thermonuclear burn with 1.5 GW output power can be achieved provided that impu-

rity control makes radiative losses sufficiently small at an average plasma density of

1.2 X 102O/ra3 with 50 MW auxiliary heating. The ignition probability of ITER for

the EDA parameters can be formally as high as 99.9% in the present context. The

same probability for concept design activity (CDA) parameters of ITER, which has

smaller size and lower current, is only 62.6%. This suggests that EDA parameters for

ITER tokamak are very likely to achieve the self-sustained thermonuclear reaction,

but CDA parameters are risky for the realization of ignition.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Mathematical modeling has been widely applied in engineering, physics, bi-

ology and social science. It is a systematic process to effectively model real world

systems. Although detailed processes vary in modeling different systems, a general

methodology could be used to guide the building of mathematical model. This in-

cludes system identification/characterization, mathematical model formulation, anal-

ysis of mathematical formulation, parameter estimation and model validation. An

iterative procedure will be used in most situations to obtain a satisfactory model.

Thermonuclear fusion has been known as a great potential renewable energy

resource for many decades. However, the self-sustained thermonuclear fusion has not

yet been achieved except for the first explosive thermonuclear reactions in hydrogen

bombs. A number of concepts and experimental devices related to controlled (non-

explosive) fusion have been proposed and tested. The tokamak is the most promising

candidate device among these to achieve controlled thermonuclear reactions. This

is because this device, in principle, can provide a closed magnetic field to confine

the plasma inside the container, in contrast of the open magnetic field in the device

like magnetic mirror. The closed magnetic field helps to avoid the open end loss

of electrons and ions. A schematic diagram of tokamak is shown in Fig. 1.1 [1]. It

is characterized by a large toroidal vacuum field, generated by external coils, and a



smaller poloidal magnetic field generated by the toroidal plasma current. The torodial

field helps to stabilize the plasma, and the poloidal field helps to confine the plasma

in the tokamak.

To achieve a controlled self-sustained thermonuclear fusion, i.e., ignition,

plasma with sufficient density needs to be heated for high enough temperature and

confined for a long enough time. However, this is restricted by outward transport

of plasma which results in substantial energy and particle losses to the wall, and

cools the plasma before it reaches ignition. A successful model of plasma transport

in tokamak will provide a good understanding of energy and particle loss processes in

tokamak plasmas. This also provides an instructive guide for future machine design.

Studies of plasma transport inside tokamak have been done following three

directions to account for the inherent complexity of plasma transport phenomena.

Empirical study based on experimental data has used "scaling laws" to study the

energy confinement time of plasma inside tokamaks [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The

energy confinement time is expressed as function of the plasma discharge parameters

with a priori uncertain constants. These constants are determined by calibrating

against experimental data. The empirical scaling law provides a direct relationship

between operation parameters and plasma parameters. It is helpful to use such scal-

ing law to study the tokamak discharge with the similar condition to the machine

against which the empirical law is calibrated. Various scaling laws based on the

different tokamak experimental data have been obtained [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. As toka-

mak confinement conditions vary among different discharges, these empirical laws are

usually divided into Ohmic heating, L mode (low confinement) and H mode (high

confinement) scaling laws [17, 18, 19, 20]. It is risky to extrapolate these scaling laws

beyond the respective experimental operational regime to predict the performance of

larger machine like ITER (international thermonuclear experimental reactor) without

a proper understanding of the fundamental physics of plasma transport.

Semi-empirical studies have tried to understand plasma transport in the

tokamaks using general physical considerations and experiment data. Semi-empirical

transport models are constructed from the dimensionless parameters with appropri-

ate dimensional constraints. This methodology has applied to transport study and



achieved some modest results [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. Unfortunately, it is still

questionable to extrapolate these results to the larger machine design since there is

no high-field tokamak with geometry which can be scaled to a machine like ITER

with all relevent dimensional parameters fixed [28]. It is therefore important to iden-

tify the underlying transport mechanism of the tokamak plasma to make a better

extrapolation.

Theoretical studies based on a more detailed physical background, such as ki-

netic theory and fluid model, have been done to gain better understanding of plasma

transport in tokamaks. These models are also called theory-based transport mod-

els or predictive transport models. Neoclassical transport theory considering non-

turbulent particle interations in the toroidal geometry was first used to study plasma

transport in tokamaks [29, 30, 31, 32]. Experimental observations showed that ra-

dial electron energy and particle transport inside tokamak can be much larger than

the prediction from that theory [33]. These differences are believed to be due to

the so-called anomalous transport caused by the turbulent instabilities in the toka-

mak plasma. The sources of free energy to drive such instability can be expansion

free energy, which arises from the plasma pressure gradient, velocity space free en-

ergy, which arises from the non-Maxwelliari distribution in velocity space, and mag-

netic free energy, which arises from non-uniformity of magnetic field energy den-

sity [34]. A number of instability-driven transport models have been studied to

account for anomalous transport. In these theory-based transport models trapped

electron mode, ion temperature gradient mode (?/;), resistive ballooning mode, ki-

netic ballooning mode, rippling mode, tearing mode have been proposed to account

for anomalous transport [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. (Here ^ = dhgTi/dlognt

where T, and n,- are the ion temperature and density respectively.) So far, no single

one of these theory-based transport models can reproduce the whole experimental

database [44, 45, 46, 47]. One approach to dealing with this problem is to generalize

the theories, e.g. by including self-consistent calculation of particle and thermal trans-

port for both hydrogen and impurity species and using nonlinear simulation results

from gyro-kinetic or gyro-Landau simulation [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55].

A complementary approach is to include more than one turbulent-driven



transport mechanism in the transport model [56, 57, 58]. A common component of

such an approach is a drift wave model which includes effects from trapped elec-

tron, ion temperature gradient and circulating electrons. This model by itself gives

a poor current scaling for the global energy confinement and a reduced transport

at the plasma edge, both of which contrast with experiment data [45]. Ballooning

modes reproduced some experimental data from ISX-B [103], but recasting this model

solely in terms of local plasma parameters later led to a significantly poorer fit to the

data [44]. This model also has a strong scaling with toroidal field, a scaling which is

not apparent in global energy confinement data. Generally, at low /? (/? = thermal

energy/magnetic energy), the drift wave branch seems to dominate anomalous trans-

port, while at high 0, ballooning branch instability may dominate the anomalous

transport [60].

The multi-mode tokamak transport model including both drift wave and

ballooning instabilities was suggested in Ross et al.'s report [45] and further worked

out by Singer [61]. In the previous work, Ghanem used a multi-mode transport model

including drift wave and resistive ballooning modes to study the saturation of energy

confinement time at high density for Ohmic phase plasma, and to obtain a scaling law

for the energy confinement time with various plasma parameters [62, 63]. Bateman

applied a similar model to simulate L-mode temperature profiles and the so-called su-

pershot discharges in TFTR [60, 64]. Redi used a similar transport model to study a

current scaling experiment on TFTR[65, 66]. Park studied statistical methods for pa-

rameter estimation and designed an analytic "code emulator" for energy confinement

time based on prediction from the transport model [67]. Djemil tested essentially

the same transport model against L-mode energy confinement time data [68]. Kinsey

developed this transport model for simulating the time-dependent H-mode discharge

in tokamak [69]. He also tested a more complete multi-mode model which includes

additional kinetic ballooning and neoclassical MHD modes in the ballooning branch,

determined a group of transport coefficients using a maximum likelihood method,

simulated a series of dimensionally similar experiments and compared a new drift

wave mode and kinetic mode with the model used in this study [70, 71, 72, 73].

The previous works laid a good foundation for systematically studying the



multi-mode transport models. In the present work, we apply the methodology of

mathematical modeling to the study of plasma transport in several tokamaks using

a theory-based multi-mode transport model. This model is derived from Kinsey's

nominal multi-mode study [70]. A Bayesian parameter estimation method is used in-

cluding experimental calibration error/model offsets and error bar rescaling factors to

determine the two saturation levels in the multi-mode transport model with quantita-

tive confidence level estimates for the calibrated parameters [74]. A trial application

to the calibration of a gyroBohm multi-mode transport model with testing on a pair

of DIII-D discharges shows the effectiveness of the Bayesian estimation method [75].

This method is then applied to calibrating the nominal transport model used by

Kinsey et al. against a broad database using twelve discharges from seven differ-

ent tokamaks [76]. The calibrated transport model is then tested on five discharges

from JT-60 with no adjustable constants. The results showed a good agreement with

experimental data [77]. Finally, the resulting class of multi-mode tokamak plasma

transport models is applied to the transport analysis of the ignition probability in a

next generation machine, ITER [78]. A reference simulation of basic ITER engineer-

ing design activity (EDA) parameters shows that a self-sustained thermonuclear burn

with 1.5 GW output power can be achieved provided that impurity control makes ra-

diative losses sufficiently small at an average plasma density of 1.2 X 1020/ro3 with 50

MW auxiliary heating. The ignition probability of ITER for the EDA parameters can

be formally as high as 99.9% in the present context. The same probability for concept

design activity (CDA) parameters of ITER, which has smaller size and lower current,

is only 62.6%. These results are qualitatie in agreement with the other ITER physi-

cal study and support the conclusion from ITER expert team [79, 80, 81], except the

results from a Texas/PPPL study, which used a somewhat different methodology [82].

In the following chapters, the methodology of mathematical modeling is

discussed in Chapter 2; the theoretical plasma transport modes in the multi-mode

model are introduced in Chapter 3; the numerical method used for the solution of

transport equation is described in Chapter 4; the methods of parameter estimation

are introduced in Chapter 5; a gyro-Bohm multi-mode transport model is tested

in Chapter 6; a nominal muti-mode transport model is calibrated against a wide
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range of tokamak database in Chapter 7; the calibrated multi-mode transport mode

is verified using the JT-60 discharges in Chapter 8; an application of the calibrated

multi-mode tokamak transport model is done in Chapter 9; and conclusions are drawn

in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 2

Methodology of Mathematical

Modeling

Mathematical modeling is an art as well as a science. It involves not only

the use of various types of techniques for problem solving, but also the use of per-

sonal experience and intuition. A good modeller needs to have a good knowledge of

mathematical techniques for solving the well-defined mathematical equations. He also

needs to have good experience and creative intuition in grasping the heart of prob-

lem, selecting an appropriate solution method and an correctly applying a model. A

successful mathematical model is ideally the masterpiece of a competent modeller.

There is no single complete theory of mathematical modeling to treat all

problems encountered in physics, chemical, biology and socio-economics. Each sys-

tem has its own features of problem definition, validity of a quantitative model and

procedure for making inferences. However, this does not imply that there is not a

general procedure to guide the process of mathematical modeling. A systematic pro-

cedure has been suggested by Rodin et al. [83] and is shown in Figure 2.1. Some

similar procedures have been used by other authors [84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91].

In this work, we define a relatively simple procedure based on the procedure given in

Figure 2.1. This procedure is system identification/characterization, mathematical

modeling formulation, analysis of the mathematical formulation, parameter estima-

tion and model validation.
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In the following sections, we will discuss system identification/characterization

in Section 1, mathematical modeling in Section 2, analysis of the mathematical for-

mulation in Section 3, parameter estimation in Section 4, and model validation in

Section 5. A summary is given in Section 6.

2.1 System Identification and Characterization

System identification/characterization is a process associated with the real

world problem. Here, the real world is viewed as a system. System identification

includes setting a realistic goal and understanding the qualitative behavior of system.

System characterization will simplify or idealize the system so that the unimportant

information is eliminated and important characteristics of a system are retained in the

model. System identification/characterization lays a foundation for model building.

The goal of modeling may be set before the start of mathematical modeling.

However, a realistic goal of system modeling has often to be reconsidered or reset

during the building of a model. To set a goal, one needs to define the problems to be

solved for a particular system, to decide upon the objects or aspects in the system

to be studied and to limit the range of system under study. In the nomenclature

used here, an object is a physical entity with specific characteristics or attributes.

An aspect is an attribute of an object in a system. A system is composed of a large

number of objects with many aspects. Any real world system is also connected to the

outside world. The outside world of a system is called the environment of the system

under study. The range of the system is the boundary which separates the system

from its environment.

Some qualitative behaviors of a system can be understood by observations or

preliminary experiments. The characteristic behaviors are called the properties of the

system. These properties can be static or dynamic, deterministic or stochastic etc..

Qualitative study of system behavior will give some understanding of the properties

of system and the relations in the system. This study gives not only a good direction

for setting a modeling goal, but also serves as a basis for quantitative mathematical

formulation and validation. The deeper the understanding of a real system, the better
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the model will be.

A static system is a time-independent system. The state of system at differ-

ent time points is only concerned with conditions of system at that time. A dynamic

system is a time-dependent system in which time plays a significant role. The time

enters into cause-effect interactions. The state of system at one time will not only

depend on the conditions of system at that time but also on the state of system be-

fore. Understanding time scales in the dynamic system is helpful for modeling the

system effectively. Time scale analysis is used to indicate the duration for significant

changes to occur in the system. In some cases, if the time scale of system is large,

the system may be assumed to be a static system.

A system is said to be deterministic if the behavior of system in the future

can be determined completely with present or past behavior of system. If the future

of system can not be predicted with certainty, we say such a system is a stochastic

system. A deterministic system is said to have a strong cause-effect relation. In the

real world, there are always some uncertainties. If the uncertainty is insignificant, it

can be ignored and the system can be treated as a deterministic system. Otherwise,

the uncertainty must be taken into account during system identification.

The "relation" of the system consists of the internal relation and external

relation. The internal relation includes all interactions among objects and their at-

tributes in the system. This is governed by the inherent mechanisms of system. These

mechanisms may be described by some underlying theories, which lay the foundation

of quantitative formulation. The external relation is the interaction between the sys-

tem and its environment. The system is said to be a closed system if there is no

interaction between the system and its environment and an open system if there is.

These interactions set up the constraints or boundary conditions for mathematical

modeling of the system.

System characterization simplifies and idealizes the real world system. The

real system contains a lot of information which is not all needed in mathematical

modeling. Data needs to be collected and the necessary data sorted out. To build

a practical model, one has to decide what material is needed in order to successfully

model the system. If all the detailed parts of system are taken into account in the
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model, it can become too powerful and complicated to be solvable using practical

facilities. On the other hand, if it is too simple, then some important aspects of

system may be lost in the model. The key point is to grasp the heart of system, that

is, the salient features of system. These features include the dominant objects and

attributes, and dominant relationships and mechanisms. One conventional way is to

start from a simple model and generalize to more detailed and powerful mathematical

modeling of system. There are several alternative methods, such as schematic or

graph-theoretic or matrix, for system characterization representations [83]. These

methods are compact and elegant representations because they present the problem

in a form that is easier to comprehend, and they can facilitate the first conceptual

step towards mathematical model building.

2.2 Mathematical Modeling Formulation

Mathematical modeling formulation is a process for translating a qualita-

tive description derived from system identification/characterization into quantitative

mathematical expressions. The objects or the attributes of objects studied are re-

lated to variables in mathematical formulas. The theory governing the interactions

among the objects and attributes is expressed in abstract mathematical expressions.

The relationship between the system and the environment is turned into boundary

conditions or constraint conditions in the mathematical formulation. Depending on

the qualitative behavior of the system, the formulation of mathematical model can

be classified as a deterministic and stochastic formulation, as noted above. Each of

these two categories can be sub-divided into static and dynamic formulations. There

may be several useful mathematical formulations of model for the same real situation.

A static formulation for a deterministic system is a time independent formu-

lation which involves either a function or function equation with one or more variables.

The function formulation has the form

,0)) (2.1)

where 0 is an operator on a function F, such as maximizing or integration. The
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function equation formulation has a form

F(x,y,9) = 0 (2.2)

where, x represents the input variables, y represents the output variables, 9 is a set

of parameters and F is a mathematical function. The variables in the formulation

can be vector or scalar, continuous or discrete, and constrained or unconstrained. For

continuous variables, the function F can be a function of time-independent differential

operators. This gives time-independent differential equations. Boundary conditions

are required to obtain the solution of this type of function equation. If variables x

and y appear linearly in F, the equation is said to be linear, otherwise it is nonlinear.

The dynamic formulation of a deterministic system is a time dependent

formulation. It has similar functional form to the static formulation except that

F ~ F(t,x,y,9), where t is the time. When the variable is continuous, F can be a

function of a time-dependent differential operator. Such a function form is called the

partial differential equation. Initial and boundary conditions are needed to solve this

type of function equation.

In a stochastic system, the uncertainty is significant. Random variables are

used to model the uncertainties in the system. A random variable is denned as a

function which map a random event to a real number. It is characterized through

a distribution function. In the static formulation, the distribution function has the

form

F(x, 9) = prob{X(u) < x) (2.3)

In the dynamic formulation, the distribution function has the form

F(t, x, 9) = prob{X{t) < x} (2.4)

In above expressions, X is a random variable, x is the real number corresponding to

that random variable and 9 is the parameter. The random variable in the distribution

function can be either a scalar or a vector, either continuous or discrete, and either

constrained or unconstrained. The formulation can be analyzed mathematically by

analysis of variance and regression.
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2.3 Analysis of Mathematical Formulations

Once the mathematical model formulations have been constructed, the next

step is to analyze and solve these mathematical formulations. This process is a pure

mathematical process. A large variety of mathematical techniques can be used to solve

such problems. However, before one starts the quantitative solution process explicitly,

some qualitative analyses of the underlying structure of the mathematical formulation

is instructive. These analyses can help to identify some qualitative properties of

solutions like existence, uniqueness, symmetry and periodity. In some cases, the range

of solution may be narrowed, and the limiting trend of a solution can be obtained.

As mathematical formulations in deterministic and stochastic systems differ,

there exist different techniques for analyzing each. For a deterministic system, one

typical analytical method is dimensional analysis [92, 93]. The basic idea underlying

this method is to non-dimensionalize the origin formulation by replacing the original

variables and parameters in the formulation using a set of new dimensionless variables

and parameters. The resulting formulation may be simpler and easier to solve. When

an exact solution is not obtainable, a perturbation method may be used [94]. The idea

of a perturbation method is to approximate the true solution by power series expan-

sion using parameters in the formulation. Computational methods provide another

approximate solution for complicated formulations. In the computational method, all

continuous variables are approximated by the finite discrete numbers on a computer.

Mathematical functions are decomposed into simple operations on numbers using a

computer language. If the function forms in. the mathematical formulation are com-

plicated, then the corresponding concrete numerical algorithms are also complicated.

However, most of these numerical algorithms will eventually reduce into solving the

groups of algebraic equations, which can be done very effectively using computers.

For a stochastic system, the primary aim is to get the probability distribu-

tion function of random variables in the formulation. In the analytical approach, the

distribution function is obtained by solving the mathematical formulation for ran-

dom variables using analytical techniques. This can be done only for a small class

of formulations. In such cases, moment analysis or Laplace transformation may be
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useful [83]. When it is difficult to obtain exact analytical solutions, one can resort

to obtaining analytical expressions for lower and upper bounds to the variables of

interest. This usually requires less effort than for the exact solution. Computational

method can also be employed in stochastic systems. A direct computation simulation

is can be useful for such systems. Here the stochastic process is simulated by gener-

ating random events at different time point of process on the computer. Repeating

this simulation a large number of times one can give adequate statistical information

about the random process. The probability distribution function can be estimated

from these information. This method provides an alternative way to simulate a real

world system [95, 96].

2.4 Parameter Estimation

In the above discussion, we saw that a parameter here called, #, was often

used in the mathematical modeling formulations. To solve such formulations using

computational method, the parameter needs to be set to definite value. Parameter

estimation is a process of finding the most appropriate value in the mathematical

formulations. Once the parameter is set, the model behavior is defined.

To obtain an estimator of a parameter in the formulation, outcomes from

the real world system are required. These outcomes serve as the data base for the

parameter estimation. When the amount of data increases, the estimators change.

Ideally, the estimate should tend to the true value of parameter 6 with increasing

amount of data. More precisely, when the estimate converges in probability to the

true value as number of data approaches infinity, the estimate is said to be a consistent

estimate and the estimator a consistent estimator. Another sufficient condition for

the estimator to be consistent is that the mean of the estimator tends to the true value

and the variance of estimator tends to zero as the number of data sets approaches

infinity [97]. An estimator is said to be unbiased if the mean of of estimator is equal

to the true value. The smaller its variance is, the more efficient an unbiased estimator

is.

There are a variety of methods for parameter estimation, such as least
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squares, maximum likelihood and maximizing a posterior function [98, 99]. The

least squares method is an estimate method which minimizes the sum of the square

deviation between the model output and system outcome. The maximum likelihood

estimation is a method which maximizes the likelihood function given a particular

set of data. The maximum posterior function estimation maximizes a posterior dis-

tribution function of a parameter with given data.

2.5 Model Validation

After analysis of mathematical model formulations, model results are inter-

preted and compared with real system outcomes. Model validation is required to test

the adequacy of a given mathematical model. It involves the definition of a testing

criterion to judge whether a model is adequate or not. The test criterion illustrates

the degree of agreement between the model and the system behavior. If a model

passes the test, it can be taken as an adequate model for the goal of modeling. This

mathematical model can be further implemented to solve the original problem or help

future planning of system with confidence. Otherwise, one has to back-track check

and start a new iteration in the modeling process. However, the definition of test

criterion is a hard task. If the criterion is too stringent, more iterations of modeling

will be needed to pass the test. This generally results in a more complicated math-

ematical model and more cost for modeling. On the other hand, if the criterion is

not stringent enough, any model may pass the test. This results in the over-simple

representation of system features and application of models with poor confidence.

Therefore, the degree of stingency of test criterion must be a trade-off between the

complexity of a model and the agreement between the model and real world system

based on modeller's experience and intuition.

Conventionally, three approaches to model validation have been used. These

are testing the model assumptions, testing the model behavior, and a combination

of these two approaches. Testing model assumptions is used to determine the degree

of inadequacy of a model by critically examining the basic assumptions made during

the modeling. It is justified according to the logic that if the assumptions are invalid
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then the agreement between the model and real system is doubtful. Testing the model

behavior is used to check the adequacy of model by comparing the model output with

the real system outcome. The logic of this method is that if results are correct then

the premises should be adequate at least from an empirical point of view. This

provides a indirect test of assumptions. Rigorous statistical method is used to test

the hypothesis from model by comparing with real world data [100]. This gives the

critical region of allowed hypothesis at given significance level.

2.6 Summary

In the above discussion, the procedure of mathematical modeling is stated

in a linear sequential order. However, in the practice, these steps are not iso-

lated but are interconnected during the mathematical modeling. The solution of

a mathematical formulation is checked using the results from the system identifica-

tion/characterization; validation is tested during the mathematical formulation; and

nominal parameter estimation is done before the mathematical analysis. An optimum

mode of mathematical modeling is to focus on one step but consider the implications,

possibilities and limitations arising in other preceding and succeeding steps of mod-

eling. A systematic methodology for mathematical modeling is critical for successful

model building.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Plasma Turbulence

Modes in the Multi-mode Model

In the multi-mode model, anomalous transport fluxes from two branches of

the linear dispersion relation are linearly combined with a priori uncertain multipliers.

One is the ballooning branch, and the other is the drift branch. This chapter will

qualitatively discuss the physics behind these two branches. In the following sections,

the ballooning branch is discussed in Section 1, and the drift wave branch in Section 2.

3.1 Ballooning Branch

The ballooning branch transport fluxes used here are composed of contri-

butions from resistive ballooning modes, kinetic ballooning modes and neoclassical

MHD modes. The resistive ballooning and neoclassical MHD modes were derived

using nonlinear turbulent saturation level estimates by balancing the driving force

against dissipation. The kinetic ballooning modes used here are most relevant to the

high /3 regime and require the inclusion of a quasilinear estimate of kinetic effects.
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3.1.1 Resistive Ballooning Mode

Ballooning instability is driven by a pressure gradient localized in the region

of unfavorable magnetic field line curvature. Magnetic field line curvature is said to

be favorable where magnetic field lines are convex to the plasma. The perturbation is

then stabilized by the tension of field lines. Where the field lines are concave toward

the plasma, their tension tends to make them shorten and collapse inward. The

plasma pressure, on the other hand, has a tendency to expand outward. Perturbations

interchanging flux tubes at different radii can lead to lowering the plasma potential

energy and cause instability. In such a case, the field line curvature is said to be

unfavorable. In the region of bad field line curvature, the stabilizing energy from field

line tension is weakest, and a perturbation can be amplified by the pressure gradient.

In a torus, a given field line passes through unfavorable curvature in the outer side

of torus and favorable curvature in the inner side of torus. Thus, a perturbation is

not constant along the magnetic field lines. It can concentrate in the unfavorable

curvature region and lead to a ballooning instability, which is called a ballooning

mode. Such an instability has long wavelength along the magnetic field and short

wave length perpendicular to the field. Ballooning mode makes the plasma bulge out

most where both the pressure gradient and field line curvature are strongest. Hence,

instability is usually strongest in the outer edge of plasma. In a tokamak with average

favorable curvature, ballooning instability is the results of driving pressure gradient

and unfavorable curvature overwhelming the stabilizing of favorable curvature. In

ideal MHD analysis, the plasma is assumed to be a perfect conductor along magnetic

field lines, and the magnetic force acting on the plasma is infinite. Magnetic field lines

are frozen in the plasma and the magnetic fluxes are preserved. Radial diffusion across

the magnetic field requires a large pressure gradient to break the strong restoring force

from field line bending, which sets an upper limit on /?, where j3 is the ratio of plasma

pressure to magnetic pressure. Instability will not be excited if /? is less than /3C, which

is approximately a/Rq2[3A]. In this expression a is minor radius, R is major radius

and q is safety factor. The exact stability limit on (3 depends not only on geometric
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parameters, e.g., the aspect ratio and cross-section shape, but also on internal plasma

parameters, e.g., the pressure profile and the q profile.

In reality, plasma has a nonzero resistivity. Particles can move across the

field lines and ballooning modes may be excited even if /? is less than f3c. The presence

of resistivity can result in the formation of magnetic islands. Magnetic field lines are

broken and reconnected around these regions. The particles move along these open

field lines rapidly and cause a great loss of energy. In past decades, the resistive

ballooning mode has been studied extensively using an energy principle, eigenfunction

analysis and nonlinear simulations [39, 43, 40, 101, 102]. For this mode used in the

present study, we employed the flux formulas given by Carreras and Diamond [103].

Carreras' mode is based on a group of reduced linearized resistive MHD

equations in cylindric geometry.

(3.1)

U (3.2)

(3-3)

Here rj) is the poloidal flux, <j) the velocity stream function, and p = p0 + p, where p0 is

the time-averaged pressure and p the fluctuating part. U = ^7\<i> is the vorticity, and

Jz — V\ij)I{noRo) is the current parallel to the z-axis of the cylinder. The constant

Ho is the vacuum permeability. The convective derivative is

with the velocity given in terms of the stream by V = V$ X Z, and the derivative

along the magnetic field lines is V||, where

V||/ = ~{Z x VVO • V/ + Bo^ (3.5)

and Bo is the magnetic field along the z-direction, which we assume to be constant.

The coefficients r],fi and x± are the collisional resistivity, viscosity, and cross-field

thermal transport coefficients, respectively. They multiply the corresponding dissi-

pative terms in Eqs. (1) - (3). Finally, pm is the constant mass density. The first
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equation was derived from the Ohm's law, the second equation comes from the mo-

mentum equation with viscosity and resistive dissipation, and the third equation

comes from the equation of state with incompressible assumption. Equations (1) -

(3) constitute the basic equations for a resistive ballooning mode study. A saturation

condition is imposed by setting all time derivatives equal to zero. This condition

requires the turbulence level to be high enough so that energy outflow from fluid

viscosity and pressure diffusivity is sufficient to stabilize the mode. The fluctuation

level can be evaluated from balancing the nonlinear diffusion with the driving term.

After some involved calculations, the particle and thermal diffusivities from E X B

drift can be obtained as

Q'X* (3.6)

V2LpRcsrR
 v " '

where 7 is the linear growth rate from the linear stability study, W is the mode

width, which can be obtained by balancing the viscosity term with the field line

bending term, < m > is the rms poloidal mode number, ve is the electron thermal

velocity, and A is an enhancement factor over the quasilinear mixing length estimate

and the other variables are defined in the Appendix 1. The radial electron thermal

transport induced by magnetic field-line stochastization is [104]

Xe = VeJ2\(K)mn\2Lm (3.8)
m,n

n

Here, (br)mn is the (ra,n) Fourier component of the fluctuating radial magnetic field

normalized to the toroidal magnetic field Bo, and Lm is the field line correlation

length and the other variables are defined in the Appendix 1. Considering the effects

of diamagnetic drift stabilization and plasma elongation, the total electron radial

thermal transport coefficient is

XTe = (Xe + X?B)f<liaf« (3.10)
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Here, fdia = (1 + Z*)"1^6, where /* is the electron diamagnetic frequency. A factor of

fK = K~4, where K is the elongation, is included to represent a theoretically expected

elongation stabilization calibrated empirically for the entire anomalous transport to-

gether [71]. Since no explicit expression was derived for the ion thermal diffusivity,

an adjustable fraction of the particle diffusivity was assumed.

3.1.2 Kinetic Ballooning Mode

As discussed in the preceding subsection, the theoretical study of magne-

tohydrodynamics (MHD) sets an upper (3 limit for stability in tokamaks. However,

experimental results from the ISX-B tokamak did not give clear evidence of a sharp

transport-driven j3 limit caused by ballooning instabilities [105]. Kinetic effects on

ballooning instability are included here to account for the possibility of increased

transport at higher /3. This gives the so-called kinetic ballooning mode. Kinetic

instability gives large quasilinear transport fluxes roughly between the first ideal sta-

bility limit described above, /?ci, and the second stability limit, j3C2 [41]. For a model

of circular equilibrium with small Shafranov shift, the second stability limit is given

approximately by As/(q2Ro) [106], where s is the magnetic shear, and RQ is the major

radius. The kinetic ballooning instability was studied using the ballooning represen-

tation
oo

^,X,O= £ tt^X-2*P,0 (3.11)
p=—oo

to treat high-mode-number perturbations in toroidal systems [107, 108] since these

perturbations are characterized by short wavelengths perpendicular to the magnetic

field and long parallel wavelengths. The ballooning representation can satisfy the re-

quirements in tokamaks of poloidal periodicity and of small effective parallel wavenum-

ber along the equilibrium magnetic field lines, in the presence of finite magnetic shear,

and apply to the various types of drift modes in axisymmetric geometry in the ki-

netic regime. This representation maps the familiar poloidal angle-like variable onto

an infinite domain where periodicity is not required. Using the linearized perturbed

distribution function from a reduced gyrokinetic equation, together with the quasi-
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neutrality condition and the parallel and perpendicular components of Ampere's law

leads to a complicated set of coupled one-dimensional integrodifferential equations.

From these equations, the dependence of linear mode growth rate on various param-

eters can be obtained. The transport fluxes are estimated as [61]

Ta = D^~-FK (3.12)

Qe = 2.5Dj-^FK (3.13)

Qi = 2.5D^FK (3.14)

where [109]
ff 3'

D =^ePiJ0th{l + -=-)[( 1 - -5-),0]ma3. (3.15)
Pel Pc2

and the remained variables are defined in the Appendix 1.

For short-wavelength instabilities, trapped-electron drift modes are the most

significant class of such instabilities at low 3 [41], while the kinetic ballooning mode

appears to be dominant type at higher 6 [110].

3.1.3 Neoclassical MHD Mode

Neoclassical MHD modes are also called neoclassical pressure-gradient-driven

mode [111]. In tokamaks, there exist three neoclassical transport regimes distin-

guished by collision frequency. These are the banana, plateau and Pfirsch-Schluter

regimes. The original treatment of resistive-interchange ballooning instabilities, which

have been successful in explaining some experimentally observed anomalous heat

transport, were only valid in Pfirsch-Schluter regime, where the collision mean free

path is much shorter than the parallel scale length [112]. The neoclassical MHD mode

was used to account for anomalous transport in the banana-plateau collision regime

by using a group of neoclassical MHD equations, which is valid in the long mean

free path regime. This mode typically fills in the gap between the drift wave that

dominates in the plasma center, and the resistive ballooning mode, which is localized

near the plasma edge [113].
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The first of the neoclassical MHD equations is from flux-surface-averaged

neoclassical parallel Ohm's law, giving,

^ (3-16)

aeve aeve Be dr

Here, -Ê  is the parallel electric field, b = B/ |Bo| , ij> is the parallel component of the

magnetic potential, <f> is the electrostatic potential, Jy is the parallel current, and TJSV

is the classical Spitzer resistivity. Assuming Zejj ~ 1, ae ~ 0.51 and

) (3.17)

Here e is the inverse aspect ratio, ue is the electron collision rate, and v*e = vej'e
3

Wbe being an electron bounce frequency.

The second of the neoclassical MHD equation is the vorticity evolution equa-

tion derived from the charge neutrality condition, ie,

+-bxK
cp

where K = b-Vb is the magnetic curvature, the subscript "h" denotes the hot particle

component, and d/dt = d/dt + (c/B)b x V<̂> • V is the total convective derivative.

The last of the neoclassical MHD equations describes the convective response

to Ex B flow;
dP dP c
- ~ - + -bxVfVP = 0 (3.19)
at ox a

These three equations constitute the basic equations for the study of neoclassical

MHD instabilities. In neoclassical transport [31], the parallel viscous drag on the

equilibrium poloidal flow carried by the untrapped particles, which is caused by colli-

sions with the immobile toroidally trapped particles, results in a "bootstrap" current.

This current will create a modification to the parallel Ohm's law in the long mean free

path regime and interacts with viscous damping to drive the instability. Linear insta-

bility was studied by employing the ballooning representation to obtain the growth
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rate. Nonlinear saturation occurs when the nonlinear energy cascade from linearly

unstable, long-wavelength modes to the short-wavelength dissipation range balancing

the linear source. This can also be viewed as a radial diffusion balancing the driving

forces. From nonlinear saturation conditions, the turbulent pressure diffusivity is de-

termined as an eigenvalue of the renormalized equation. Fluctuation level and radial

scales are determined from the pressure diffusivity. The estimated particle transport

coefficient from the neoclassical MHD mode is

Xi = Xe = Da = ^^6eA% (3.20)

where the definition of variables is given in the Appendix 1. The electron heat diffu-

sivity resulting from stochastic magnetic field in saturated neoclassical MHD mode

is

2 / 3 ^ ^ 4 / 3 ^ 3 7 / / A / , (3.21)

where the definition of variables is given in the Appendix 1. In the stochastic ther-

mal electron transport, the magnetic fluctuations are coupled to electrostatic mode

through the parallel Ohm's and Ampere's laws.

3.2 Drift Wave Branch

The drift wave mode is a low frequency microinstability. It is driven in

tokamaks by the expansion free energy associated with the radially non-uniform dis-

tribution of density and temperature in the plasma. In a low j3 tokamak plasma, the

drift wave instability results from destabilizing electrostatic waves, i.e. drift waves. In

a plasma with a magnetic field, ions and electrons will circulate around their guiding

centers in opposite directions. The influence of density and temperature gradients

causes ion and electron drift in opposite directions. Electrostatic potentials will arise

due to charge separation. By the quasi-neutral condition, drift fluxes of electrons

and ions are equal. Without destabilizing factors, electrostatic waves will propagate

perpendicular to the magnetic field and pressure gradient with the drift speed. The
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corresponding wave is called a drift wave. The particles influenced by drift waves will

move in an oscillatory manner with a characteristic frequency called the diamagnetic

drift frequency defined in the last section. However, when the electrons and ions are

driven out of phase by dissipative process, such as collisions and wave-particle reso-

nances, the electron fluxes and ion fluxes will not be equal. Any imbalance between

ion and electron fluxes will be compensated by the growth of the drift wave in order

to maintain quasineutrality. One type of particle gives energy to wave and makes it

grow. The other type of particle will damp the growing of the wave. The resulting

unstable modes are the dissipative and collisionless drift instabilities for electrons or

ions. In the nominal multi-mode, we use the trapped electron mode (TEM), circulat-

ing electron mode (CE) and the ion temperature gradient mode (ITG). The physical

mechanism for these will be discussed in the following subsections.

3.2.1 Trapped Electron Mode

The trapped electron instability is driven by free energy from the trapped

electrons in tokamaks. In tokamaks, there exists a strong toroidal magnetic field

produced by external coils and a weak poloidal field produced by the current in the

plasma. The toroidal field is not uniform in radial direction but varies approximately

as B = Bo(l — e cos 6), where Bo is the toroidal field at magnetic axis, e is the inverse

aspect ratio, 9 is the poloidal angle. This results in a maximum field at the inner edge

of torus and weakest field at the outer edge of the torus. All particles gyrate in small

circles about a field line and have guiding center flow along the helical field. Since

the magnetic field strength is stronger on the inside of the torus than on the outside,

some particles with small parallel velocity will be reflected, approximately conserving

magnetic moment and kinetic energy. Thus, these particles bounce back and forth

and become trapped. The fraction of trapped particles can be roughly estimated as

(r/R)0'5, where r is the mid-plane halfwidth. Meanwhile, the trapped particles are

also subject to the drift arising from the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. The

result of this component of drift is that the elevation projection of the guiding center
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orbit has a banana shape. The width of the banana orbit is given by

Ab ~ vD(qR/m) ~ (r/R)1/2
Pp (3.22)

where VD is the drift speed with magnitude mcv2/(eBpR), and pp = mv/(eBp) is

the gyroradius in the poloidal field, Bp. The average bounce frequency can be ap-

proximated by u>& = e1/2vxl{qR)- Trapped particles can be detrapped by Coulomb

collisions. The effective collision frequency veff for scattering out of the trapping

region is {R/r)v. In the case of i/e/y <C Wbe a n d w ^ w^, trapping has an impor-

tant driving effect on instability for elections but not for ions. Magnetic trapping

constrains the motion of some electrons along the magnetic field and prevents them

from reaching a state of thermal equilibrium. This results in an imbalance of ions

and electron flux, which excites the electrostatic drift wave. For different collisional

frequencies, electrostatic waves can be driven by inverse Landau damping mechanism

or by collisional dissipation of trapped electrons. The corresponding mode is called

the collisionless trapped mode or dissipative trapped election mode. Generally, it is

believed that the collisionless trapped mode can dominate the anomalous transport

near the plasma core in tokamaks, where the collision rate is low, and the trapped

collisional electron mode and ion temperature gradient mode can dominate the region

between the plasma edge and the central region [114].

The trapped electron instability was studied using Boltzman-Valsov equa-

tion

% + v • V/ + i-(-V* + v x B)Vv/ = C(/, /) (3.23)
at m

where / is the electron distribution function, <j> is the potential and C(f,f) is the

collision operator. For the plasma near the thermal equilibrium, the distribution

function is written as

f = fo + f (3.24)

where / 0 is the unperturbed Maxewillian distribution at potential <f>, and the / is the

perturbed distribution function. Substituting this ansatz for the distribution function

into equation (3.23) gives the linearized Boltzman-Valsov equation for the perturbed

distribution function / , which is generally solved for using an approximated collision
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operator [35, 36, 37, 115]. From the distribution function, the perturbed electron

density is determined by integrating distribution function in velocity space. Using

the quasi-neutrality condition yields the dispersion relation for the trapped electron

mode, from which the linear growth rate is obtained. The particle and thermal

diffusivities are estimated from a quasilinear approximation, and the mixing length

rules and are modified to account for finite /? effects [56, 61]. The resulting nominal

diffusivities,

(3.25)

where DTEM
 a r e

Xe = (1.0 -Q.GfithWTEMFp (3.26)

X." = DTEMF0 (3.27)

DTEM = £1/2<§-fcoii (3.28)

The definitions of Fp, co*, k±_ and fcou are given in Appendix 1.

3.2.2 Circulating Electron Mode

The circulating electron instability is a type of microinstability arising from

the untrapped electrons in tokamak. In a non-uniform magnetic field, some electrons

with small parallel velocity are trapped in the banana region to form the source of

trapped electron instability discussed above. The other particles with large parallel

velocity can move around the torus. These latter electrons are called circulating elec-

trons. Driven by the pressure gradient, the circulating electron can drift across the

magnetic field. If uje > kve, the mode is primarily destabilized by electron-Coulomb-

type collisions. The resulting mode is called the collisional circulating drift mode.

If u>e < kve, the principal destabilizing process for drift waves is inverse electron-

Landau damping. This mode is called the collisionless ("universal") circulating elec-

tron mode [37].
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The circulating electron mode was studied using a method similar to that

for the trapped electron mode [116]. The growth rate is obtained from the perturbed

distribution function and quasi-neutrality condition. The estimated transport coeffi-

cients are [56, 61]

Xe = Xi = Da = FKFT^(1 + csofitHtf^)^- (3.29)

Here the definitions of variables are given in Appendix 1.

3.2.3 Ion Temperature Gradient Mode

The ion temperature gradient mode is a type of low frequency electrostatic

drift wave mode driven by the ion temperature gradient. It is also known as the mix-

ing mode or ??,• mode, and propagates in the ion diamagnetic direction. It involves a

coupling of ion sound waves with ion diamagnetic drift waves. Even without a radial

pressure gradient, when non-negligible motion of ions along the magnetic field causes

plasma compression, which produces a perturbed ion pressure and an ambipolar elec-

tric field to maintain quasi-neutrality. The effect of the electrical field and the ion

pressure perturbation is to oppose the compression, and the resulting oscillation is an

ion sound wave. In the presence of a perpendicular pressure gradient, the perturbed

ion pressure changes due to the E X B diamagnetic drift. That is, the convection of

ions across the field induces an additional perturbation of the ion pressure. When

the ion sound wave propagates in the ion diamagnetic drift direction, the sufficiently

large pressure gradient, (which is larger than the parallel compression so that the

convective perturbation of the ion pressure could overcome the compressional pertur-

bation and the ambipolar electric field), generates a "negative compressibility," and

the wave is amplified. Thus, instability arises. The source of the instability is the

ion temperature gradient contribution to the pressure gradient, since the convection

associated with the presence of the density gradient always leads to a positive contri-

bution to the positive compressibility. A finite ion temperature gradient destabilize

modes rotating in the ion diamagnetic drift direction. The critical gradient can be ex-

pressed in terms of the ratio rji = Ln/LTii where Ln = — nj/Vn, and L^ = —
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For a simple fluid with the ratio of specific heat 7 = 5/3, the required 77, is > 2/3.

The turbulence evolving from the ion temperature gradient modes saturates through

ion pressure "mixing"[38], i.e. p/pi ~ fijTi + h/n ~ (Av-kp,)"1 > Sn/n, where kr

is the radial wave vector and Lpi = —(d\npi/dr)~l is the ion pressure scale length.

The transport saturation level is estimated from the quasi-linear theory or nonlinear

calculations [117, 118, 119, 120].

The ion temperature gradient mode has been studied using kinetic theory

and fluid models [121, 122, 123, 124, 125]. In the collisionless limit, when the temper-

ature gradient is steep enough, that is when 77,- > 1, the instability can be driven by

inverse ion Landau damping [126]. Kinetic theory is used to study the turbulence. In

the collisional limit, a fluid model can be used. The following gives a consideration

of a fluid approximation for the ions, with the electrons taken to be adiabatic in the

plane slab [127].

The ions are governed by the equations of continuity, parallel momentum

balance, and adiabatic compression:

-e
. ) ^ = kzui (3.30)

(3.32)
e Po

where

u0 = uj-k^dpo/dx^miQi)-1 (3.33)

w. = cTek±/(eBLn) (3.34)

7 = vuklTi/imirtf) (3.35)

and U is the electrostatic wave frequency, va is the ion-ion collision frequency, £),•

is ion gyro-frequency, and pi, «,-, § are the perturbed ion pressure, velocity along

the magnetic field and potential. From the above three equations, using the quasi-

neutrality condition, a dispersion relation for electrostatic waves is obtained. The

linear growth rate of the ion temperature gradient mode is derived from the dispersion

equation.
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The idealized fluid picture must be modified to account for realistic toka-

mak conditions and geometry. In toroidal geometry, the ion temperature gradient

mode is driven predominantly by ion curvature drifts [128]. The transport coeffi-

cients are estimated in a quasi-linear approximation following the work of Dominguez

and Waltz [56], including the finite 0 effects [61], as

/r)1^ (3.36)

where the definitions of variables are given in Appendix 1.
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Chapter 4

Numerical Method of Solving the

Transport Equation

The theoretical transport equation described in the last chapter is a group of

nonlinear parabolic equations which can only be solved numerically. Many methods,

including finite difference, finite element, Monte Carlo and nodal methods, have been

applied to the solution of transport equations [129, 130, 131, 132]. Among them, finite

difference method provides an efficient and reliable numerical solution to the transport

equation and is widely used in the plasma transport simulation community [133, 134,

135, 136, 137]. In this chapter, we will give an introduction of the finite difference

method solution of differential equation in Section 1, the numerical algorithm used

to solve the transport equations in the transport code BALDUR [138] is described in

Section 2, and numerical solution of a simplified transport equation is illustrated in

Section 3.

4.1 Finite Difference Method

The finite difference method is based upon the discretization of continuous

domain into finite discrete points. The derivatives of functions in the governing dif-

ferential equation are approximated by finite difference value among "stencil points."

The continuous differential equation is replaced by a recursive finite difference equa-
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tion. Consider a first-order system of ordinary differential equation which has the

general form

£ = *(*.«) (4-1)
where t is the independent variable, u is a vector valued function of t, and F(t,u) is

a vector equation function. Discretizing the domain in i into n points, the derivative

du/dt at point i, 1 < i < n, can be approximated as

du u(ti+i) - u{U)
{li]i = I t

using the Taylor series expansion. This turns the differential equation (4.1) into a

difference equation
u(ti+i) - u(tj) p u

— ^(ti,u(«i)) (4.3)

where St = ti+i — £;, and Fi(ti,u(ti)) is the vector equation function value calculated

at the point i. The approximation for the derivative used here is called the Euler's

forward method. The equation (4.3) can be rewritten as

u{ti+1) = u(U) + St Fi(ti, u(ti)) (4.4)

We see that the value of the function u from the approximate solution at the step

£,-+i is determined by explicit formulas involving solution values only at the previous

time. Such a method is called an explicit method. The explicit method is intu-

itively attractive due to the simplicity of the recursive expression. But this method

is numerically unfavorable, as numerical instability will restrict the explicit method

to an impractically small time step size or otherwise causes the artificial numerical

instability. Here, numerical instability means that numerical approximation error will

keep on increasing through successive time steps, and the numerical solution loses its

precision. This difficulty can be overcome by using an alternative approximation for

the derivative, that is,

[dt)x~ st

This approximation has the same accuracy as the first approximation and is called

the backward Euler method. Now the difference equation becomes

u(ti+1) = u(ti) + St Fi+1(ti+u u(ti+1)) (4.6)
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The value of u(ti+i) at the step t{+1 can not be directly obtained from the value

at previous time step since the value of function i^+1 is not known before we know

the value of u(^+ 1) . Equation (4.6) constitutes a group of algebraic equations to be

solved for w(i,-+1). The complexity of these equations depends on the form of the

function F(t, u). If F{t, u) is a linear function of u, a linear equation solver is enough;

if F(t, u) is a non-linear function of tz, a nonlinear equation solver has to be used,

which generally requires an iterative procedure. This numerical method solving the

differential equation is called an implicit method because we must evaluate F(t, u)

with argument u,+i before we know its value. This method is more computationally

complex and more expensive per time step, but it has a larger range of time steps

which allow numerical stability [139].

In the forward and backward Euler methods described above, only informa-

tion at one previous step is used to evaluate the value at the next time step. This

gives a lower accuracy with only the first order approximation precision of St. To ob-

tain higher order accuracy, the information at more than one previous step is used to

estimate the solution at the next point. Such method is called the multi-step method.

A linear multi-step method has the form
n n

ui+i = Yl akUi+\-k + hy£2 PkF(ti+i-k,Ui+i-k) (4.7)

the parameters a, and /?,- are determined by polynomial interpolation [140]. If /?o =

0, the method is explicit, while if /30 ^ 0, the method is implicit. The implicit

method is usually more accurate and stable, but requires a starting guess for the

solution of nonlinear algebraic equation. This is most conveniently supplied by an

explicit formulae, so the two are used as a predictor-corrector pair. One could use

the correction repeatedly until some convergence tolerance is met, but it may not

be worth the expense. So a fixed number of corrector steps, often only one, may be

used instead, giving a prediction-evaluation-correction-evaluation (PECE) scheme.

Although it has no effect on the value of it(£,+i), the second evaluation of u in a

PECE scheme yields an improved value of it'(t;+i) for the use of next step.

The above discussions was limited to the ordinary differential equations.

Similar concepts can be applied to the parabolic partial differential equation, with
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the both temporal and spatial variables being discretized.

4.2 Numerical Algorithm

For the transport model studied in this work, above implicit method with

predictor-corrector algorithm has been employed to solve the group of transport equa-

tions.

The transport equation solved in the BALDUR has the form

% i A + B;) + Cv + D (4.8)
dt rdr dr

where y is a vector of dependent variables, e.g. density nj, temperature Ti,Te etc,

and A', B' and C are matrices of nonlinear coefficients, and D is a source vector. This

equation is discretized using the Crank-Niclson method as

yt+\~ ^ = 0CNG(yi+1) + (1 - flow W ) (4.9)

where y t+1 is the value of variables at the new time tt+1, yl is the value of variables at

the old time t\ G is the difference form of the right hand side of equation (4.8),

and 6CN is a factor controlling the degree of implicitness. For 9CN = 0) above

scheme reduces to the explicit forward Euler's method. For 8CN = 1, this method

is the backward implicit Euler method. The value of &CN n a s traditionally been

set between one half and one to guarantee the unconditional stability of numerical

equation. Putting equation (4.9) into equation (4.8) and taking the discretization of

space, equation (4.8) can be rewritten as

A{y)y)+X + B{v)yfx + C{y)yf_\ + D(y) = 0 (4.10)

where subscript j specifies the spatial discrete point. Above equation is a nonlinear

implicit algebraic equation. Above equation is solved using a two-step predictor-

corrector scheme. First, a trial solution J/Q+1 is computed as predictor with the

A,B,C,D evaluated at the old time step i,-. Next, a linear combination yz+8v =

(1 — 9p)y
l -f ^pJ/o

+1 is computed as a corrector, where 0p is a parameter between zero
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and one. The final solution yt+1 is computed using the 0v time centered A,B,C,D

using yl+6v rather than y'. Then yt+l is stored for use in the next time step. The

typical problem are run with 0QN equal to one to make the problem as stable as

possible.

From above analysis, we see that OCN acts as an implicit control variable. Its

value will affect the numerical stability of numerical solution. In convention, OCN = 1

is called the full implicit method. Bateman suggested that a better stability could

be obtained with OCN = 4 rather than one based on the study of a simplified tem-

perature diffusion equation [60]. This is due to the discontinuous change of transport

coefficients in the flux formulae in the rji mode. In the next section, we will illustrate

the above numerical algorithm and study the effects of OCN by solving a simplified

transport equation numerically with the flux switch discussed in Bateman's paper.

4.3 Solving a Simplified Transport Equation

The simplified transport equation is examined here

dT d dT

where the diffusivity x has a sharp turn-on as a function of (dT/dx)

(4.12)

(4-13)

The boundary conditions are

(4.14)

(4.15)

and the initial condition is

T{x) = (To - Tc)(l - (x/a)2) + Tc (4.16)

This equation is nondimensionlized using the time scale r, spatial scale a and tem-

perature scale To. The xo and %i are assumed to be a2/r, CQ to be Toja, and the

X =

X =

are

X0 + )

Xo

T =

T =

(i for -

otherwise

rn
±0 X =

Tc x = a
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Tc is set as O.OlTo. Applying the implicit Crank-Niclson finite difference scheme, we

obtain

+l - ((1 - eC

where k — St/(6x)2^ and x) 1S the diffusivity at time step i at spatial point j , which

is obtained using a centered difference approximation scheme of the derivative of

temperature T, ie,

Xj = Xo + Xi for ^ J " 1 > c0 (4.18)

Xj = Xo otherwise (4.19)

A two-step predictor-corrector scheme is employed to solve above implicit

equation following the procedure described in the last section. The dimensionless

temperature profile at t = 10.0 is shown in Figs 4.1-3 with the implicit parameter

9CN = 0.0,0.5,0.7,1.0,2.0 and 4.0, 6V = 0.5 St = 0.01 and Sx = 0.02. Numerical

instabilities are observed in Fig 4.1 for 6CN = 0.0, and 0.5. The OCN — 0.5 is the

marginal stable condition in the linear diffusion equation. For the nonlinear diffusion

equation, the marginal stable point is not stable any more. In the Figs 4.2-3, we

see that, for 9QN = 0.7, the solution tends to be stable but with small ripple. For

QCN = 1.0,2.0 and 4.0, This is no practical difference for our purposes in the quality

of solution for these values of 9CN- Fig 4.4 gives the dimensionless temperature

at t — 10.0 for a smaller spatial step size with $CN = 0.7. We can see that the

profile is smoother for smaller spatial step size. These results suggest that the larger

value of 0CN, e.g. 4.0, may not be necessary for the better numerical stability of

above simplified transport equation solution. On the other hand, it appears that the

smaller spatial step size will improve the quality of numerical solution.
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Fig. 4.1: Dimensionless temperature profiles at t = 10
for dt = 0.01, dx = 0.02, 0C/v = 0 and 0.5.
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Fig. 4.3: Dimensionless temperature profiles at t = 10
for dt = 0.01, dx - 0.02, 6CN = 2.0 and 4.0.
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Chapter 5

Methods of Parameter Estimation

Parameter estimation is an important part of a mathematical modeling

procedure. It provides an important way to fill the gap between pure theoretical

expressions and experimental observations. The problem of estimating parameters

from observational data can trace back to about 300 B. C, when the Babylonian

astronomers inferred the planetary motion parameters from the measurement data.

Many great mathematicians have made contributions to the theory of parameter es-

timation. Daniel Bernouli developed an estimation procedure which is referred to

as the maximum likelihood method in the present literature. Leonhard Euler com-

mented on Bernouli's method and attempted to offer another principle [141]. Thomas

Bayes introduced the concept of posterior distribution in his posthumous publication

of "An Essay Towards Solving a Problem in the Doctrine of Chances" [142]. This

concept provides a unifying framework for most of the basic approaches to estimation

theory. Legendre published the first account of the method of least-squares in 1806

in his book Nouvelles Methods pour La Determination des Cometes. Gauss studied

this method independently in 1809 for use on the astronomical observations [143].

He considered the problem from a probabilistic point of view and attempted to de-

fine the best estimate as the most probable value of the parameters. He assumed

that the mean value had a uniform distribution and argued that the measurement er-

rors were independent and had a normal distribution with a mean zero and constant

variance a2. Laplace restudied least-squares between 1812 and 1820, and put this
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method on a sound theoretical basis [144]. In 1925, Fisher introduced the concepts of

sufficient statistics, efficient and consistent estimates to evaluate the estimators and

investigated the maximum likelihood method in the framework provided by these

ideas [145].

In this chapter, we will give an introduction to least-squares estimation in

Section 1, maximum likelihood estimation in Section 2 and maximum a posteriori

estimation closely related to the work in the rest of the present thesis in Section 3,

numerical methods for optimization in Section 4, and summary in Section 5.

5.1 Least-Squares Estimation

Least-squares estimation is the most commonly used method because of its

simplicity. This method minimizes the summation of the squares of a set of deviations

between the theoretical model output and experimental data with respect to the

uncertain parameters in the theoretical model. Suppose that there are m parameters

(0i,92,- • • ,0m) in the theoretical model and n measurements (2/1,2/2, • • • , 2/n), these

uncertain parameters of model are related to the measurement data according to

Vi = M0u92, -",0m) + Vi for 1 < i < n (5.1)

where ?/,- is the ith measurement, / ; is the theoretical model response corresponding to

the ith measurement and i>; is the deviation between measurement and model results.

The least-squares estimator of 0 is defined as a value 0£s to minimize

ks = {Y- F(e)f(Y - F(0)) (5.2)

where Y = 2/1,2/2, ••• , 2/n stands for the measurement vector, 0 = 0i,92,- • • ,0m the

parameter vector, F = / 1 , f2, • • •, fm for the model output vector, and superscript T

for the transpose of vector.

The model response function F could be a linear or nonlinear function of

the parameter vector 0 . In a linear system, the model function F is a linear function

of 0 and the ILS can be represented in matrix form as

lLS = {Y-H<d)T(Y-HQ) (5.3)
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where H is model response matrix. Sufficient conditions that 0 minimizes lis are

that

^ = 0 for 1 < i < m (5.4)

and that the Hessian matrix d2lLs/ddid8j, 1 < i < m, 1 < j < m is positive definite.

It follows from equation (5.2) that we obtain

HTHQ = HTY (5.5)

Note that the Hessian matrix of l^s is

He = 2HTH (5.6)

This matrix is positive-definite as long as H has maximum rank.Then the solution of

equation (5.5) is unique and minimize ILS. This equation is also referred to as the

normal equation. Since H has been assumed to have maximum rank, the inverse of

(HTH) exists and the least-squares estimator is found to be

eLS = {HTH)~XHTY (5.7)

here ©£,5 is a linear function of the data Y.

So far, the least-squares estimation is shown as a deterministic approach

to the parameter estimation problem. Its justifications are generally based on the

probabilistic arguments concerning the measurement error V{. In the least-squares

estimation, vi is assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and constant

variance a2. The error in the estimator ©£,5 is a linear function of the measurement

errors V, since

eLS = 0 - QLS = © - (# r#)- 1#TGH'0 + V) = -{HTH)~1HTV (5.8)

The mean value of 0£,s is

E(eLS) = E(e - eLS) = -{HTH)-1HTE(V) (5.9)

From above assumption of V, we have

E(eLS) = 0 (5.10)
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This shows that least-squares estimator is an unbiased estimator. The covariance of

the error in the estimator is given by

E(eLSQ
T

LS) = P = a (5.11)

It should be noted that error covariance matrix P does not depend on the measure-

ments Y. This suggests that the performance of the estimator can be evaluated before

receiving any measurement data [98].

Although the linear least-squares estimator can be obtained directly from

equation (5.7), it is rarely done in this way due to the computational inefficiency in

the direct calculation of the inverse of a matrix. Instead, normal equation (5.5) is

solved using Cholesky factorization by setting

HTH = LI? (5.12)

where L is a lower triangular matrix. The substitution of this relation into the normal

equation yields

LLTQ = HTY (5.13)

Letting LTQ = Z, we have

LZ = HTY (5.14)

This equation can be solved by forward substitution. Then LTQ = Z is solved by

backward substitution.

Cholesky factorization provides an useful way to solve linear least-squares

problem, but it also has shortcomings. Information can be lost in forming the normal

equation matrix and the right hand side vector when elements in matrix H are very

small. One alternative method is to use orthogonal transformation such that the

equation H0 = Y is reduced into

R

0
0 =

Yi

Y2

(5.15)

where R is a m X m square upper triangular matrix [147]. This equation is further

simplified as

RB = Yx (5.16)
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which can be solved by backward substitution.

The solution method required for nonlinear least-squares problem is more in-

volved. This generally requires a numerical search for the minimum point of equation

5.2. Relevant numerical methods will be discussed in section 4.

5.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

In the least-squares method, the measurement y,- is assumed as normally

distributed with mean /,- and constant variance a2. In the more general situation

where this simple assumption does not apply, the probability density distribution

function of Y with given parameter 0 is l(Y/B). This function is called the likelihood

function. It is reasonable to choose an estimator of 0 such that value ®ML will

maximize l(Y/Q). This estimator can be interpreted as providing the value of 0

that makes the measurement most likely. The estimator 0ML is called the maximum

likelihood estimator: To obtain the maximum likelihood estimator, we can use a

multi-dimensional search in 0 space to maximize the likelihood function or solve a

group nonlinear algebraic equations from a necessary condition for the estimator. The

necessary condition that 0 maximizes the likelihood function is

^ = 0 f o r l < , < ™ (5.17)

Because of the exponential character of many probability density functions, e.g. nor-

mal distributions, it is convenient to treat the log likelihood function and rewrite

equation 5.17 (equivalently for nonzero /) as

a l n ' ^ 9 » = 0 f O T l < , < m (5.18)

This equation is also called likelihood equation.

The maximum likelihood estimator is intuitively appealing. It has a number

of attractive properties in the limit of large number of samples [146]. The probability

distribution of the estimator is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and covariance

matrix (mJ)*1, where J is the Fisher information matrix, which is defined as

f o r 1 ^ ^ < m (5.19)
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5.3 Maximum a Posteriori Estimation

The maximum likelihood estimator is based on the probability density func-

tion l(Y/Q) and does not utilize any a priori information about the parameter 0 .

The 0 is treated as an unknown but nonrandom parameter. Bayes' rule provides

a mechanism for allowing us to include a priori probabilistic information about 0.

Maximum a posteriori estimation is based on Bayes' conditional probability theorem.

Bayes theorem states that the a posteriori density function p(Q/Y) is related to a

priori density function p(0) according to

p(e/Y) = l(Y/e)\p(6)/P(Y)} (5.20)

In this equation, the likelihood function 1{Y/Q) is multiplied by the a priori informa-

tion p(0) and the normalization p(Y). A maximum a posteriori estimator is chosen

to maximize the a posteriori density function given the measurement Y. This esti-

mator can be obtained using the direct numerical search algorithm discussed below

in section 4 or by solving a group of algebraic equations from the necessary condition

for the estimator. The necessary condition that 0 maximizes the a posteriori density

function is

^ § ^ = 0 iorl<i<m (5.21)

Again, it is often more convenient to maximize a log a posteriori density function and

rewrite this equation as

—±±A + -J£-1 = Q f O r l < * < ™ (5.22)

The first term in this equation is the same as the term in the likelihood function. The

second term represents the effect from the prior information about the parameters. If

the prior density distribution is uniform over the range of values of 0 for which p(Y/Q)

is significantly greater than zero, then to a good approximation, equation (5.22) will

»*'M*).O fal<i<™ (5.23)

which is just the likelihood equation (5.18). In this case, maximizing the a posteriori

density function p(Q/Y) is reduced into maximizing the likelihood function /(F/0),
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which is the maximum likelihood estimation. This case arises when there is no a

priori information about 0 available. Such a prior density function of 0 is called

an uninformative prior distribution. The a priori density function p(0) must be

established by some "estimation" procedure. Such estimation may come from the

previous experience and/or theoretical considerations. Suppose, for example, that a

sequence of data 2/i, t/2, • • • ,2/n is available. Let Yn denote the complete data vector

and note that

y2l... ,yn) = i(Yn/e)P(e)/p(Yn) (5.24)

From Bayes' rule , this equation can be rewritten as

p(Q/Yn) = p(yn/Y
n-\Q)p(Yn-1/e)p(e)/p(Yn) (5.25)

Assuming that the measurements are independent, given 0 ,

P(yjYn-\e)=p(yn/Q) (5.26)

equation (5.20) reduces into

p(e/Yn) = p(yn/eMQ/Yn-')/P(yn/Y
n-')} (5.27)

where

Piyn/Y"-1) = jp(yn,<dlYn-l)d® = J p(yje)p(e/Yn-1)de (5.28)

comparing with the equation (5.24), we see that the previous measurement informa-

tion p(Q/Yn~1)/p(yn/Y
n~1) severs as a priori information relative to the measure-

ment yn.

From a statistical point of view, the a posteriori density function p(Q/Y)

contains all the information about random parameters 0 that the measurement Y

provides. The maximum a posteriori estimation differs from the maximum likelihood

estimation when a priori information concerning 0 is available. In the limit of a

large number of measurements, the prior information has negligible effect and the

maximum a posteriori estimator tends to the maximum likelihood estimator. When
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a priori information is not available, the maximum a posterior estimator is just the

maximum likelihood estimator. Moreover, in the discussion of least-squares estima-

tion, we assume the uniform distribution of 0 and the measurements Y have a normal

distribution and constant variance. This gives us the a posteriori density function of

0 given the measurements Y

1 1
p(e/Y) = — _ r e x P { - — X > -/«(e))2} (5.29)

From equation (5.23), it gives

— = 0 for 1 < i < m (5.30)

where
771

/ = Y^iVi - fi(Q))2 = (Y- F(e))T(Y - F(B)) (5.31)
»=i

which is the same as the least-squares estimation equation (5.4).

These analyses show that Bayesian posterior density function provides a

unifying probabilistic framework for least-squares estimation, maximum likelihood

estimation and maximum a posteriori estimation. Hence, maximum a posteriori esti-

mation is also called Bayesian parameter estimation. When approaching a mathemat-

ical modeling problem, it is sometimes not initially clear whether prior information

can be neglected much less whether the simplifying assumptions needed for least

squares estimation are appropriate. Thus, it can be useful to start with a Bayesian

framework in mind moving toward the more restricted frameworks if and when it

becomes clear that they are appropriate.

5.4 Numerical Methods of Multi-dimensional Pa-

rameter Optimization

In the Section 5.1, we noted that a least-squares estimator can be obtained

by solving a group of linear algebraic equations if the system model function is a

linear function of parameter 0. However, in many situations, the model function is
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not linear. We then have to solve a group of nonlinear algebraic equations to obtain

the estimator or seek the minimum directly in 0 space. This can then be done using

an iterative search procedure, which involves four basic steps:

1. Specify an initial point 0O.

2. Select a search direction.

3. Determine the step size along that direction.

4. Compare with the criterion for terminating the search.

In the following, we will introduce several algorithms for multi-dimensional function

optimization in 0 space. That is, the value of m variables QT = (#l5 Q2i • * * > &m) are

to be chosen to minimize a function g(Q).

The method of steepest decent is one of the oldest methods for multi-

dimensional optimization. This method takes advantage of the fact that the negative

gradient of a function #(0) is locally the direction of the most rapid decreasing of the

function value. Starting from an initial guess 0o, the successive approximate solution

is given by

0 fc+1 = 0fe - skVgk (5.32)

where sk is the step size along the steepest descent direction at each iteration, which is

determined by minimizing g(Qk~sk^7gk) with respect to sk. This is a one-dimensional

minimization problem that can be solved using gold-section, successive parabolic

interpolation or Newton's method [148].

The method of steepest descent is very reliable for reaching a minimum

point, but it converges very slowly. In multi-dimensional optimization, we seek zeros

of the gradient of function. Thus, the general Newton's method can be used. The

iterative scheme has the form

e*+i = ©it - H-\Qk)Vgk (5.33)

where H is the Hessian matrix of second partial derivatives of #(0).
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Newton's method is usually very rapidly convergent once it gets close to a solution, but

it requires substantial amount of work per iteration to compute the Hessian matrix.

Quasi-Newton methods have been developed to reduce its overhead and improve its

reliability. The quasi-Newton's methods have the form

0fc+1 = 0fc - skB^Vgk (5.35)

where Bk is some approximation to the Hessian matrix obtained in any of a number of

ways, including conjugate gradient search, secant updating, finite difference, periodic

reevaluation, or neglecting some terms in the true objective function [148].

The conjugate gradient method provides an alternative to Newton's method,

and does not require the explicit calculation of second derivatives. The new search

direction will not spoil the miminization obtained along the old direction. A sequence

of conjugate search directions, beginning with the negatively gradient initially, modify

subsequent gradients so as to accumulate information implicitly about the Hessian

matrix as iterations proceed. The algorithm has the form

so = -V<?(e0) (5.36)

(5.37)

(5.38)

^ (5.39)
9k9k

= ~9k+i + PkSk (5.40)

This algorithm is also called Fletcher and Reeves method [149].

In the preceding discussion, we have assumed that a formula for the gradient

of function g is available. In some situations, where the gradient of function is not

available or is computational expensive, we may consider using the only function

value itself in the optimization algorithm. Powell's method provides an efficient way

in multi-dimensional optimization using function values only. This algorithm uses a

direction set which does produce m mutually conjugate directions. The algorithm

starts by initializing a set of directions \x\ to the basis vectors,

Uj = ej for 1 < i < m (5-41)
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It then repeats the following steps until function converges to the minimum:

1. Save the starting position as Po-

2. For i = 1, • • • ,m, move Pt_x to the minimum along direction u,-, and call this

point Pi.

3. For i — 1, • • •, m — 1, set uj «— uj + 1 .

4. Set u m <- Pm - Po.

5. Move Pm to the minimum along direction u m and call this point PQ.

Powell's method converges quadratically to the minimum point. However, it is pos-

sible that the set of directions is linearly dependent. In that case, we have to modify

the algorithm. This can be done by discarding the old direction along which the

function g made its largest decrease or not adding a new direction at all [150].

The above algorithm can be implemented using an object-oriented program-

ming model. Object-oriented programming is a method of implementation in which

programs are organized as cooperative collections of objects, where an object is an

entity encapsulating both attributes and behaviors [151]. In an object-oriented sta-

tistical parameter estimation model, we can define three levels of object class:

1. Element Classes:

• Vector class: Define an arbitrary vector array.

• Dmatrix class: Define a real type (double precision) matrix, its LU decom-

position, and determinant.

• SPDmatrix class: Define a real type (double precision) symmetric positive

definite matrix, its Cholesky decomposition and determinant.

• Func class: Define a real (double precision) single variable function, its

derivative, and multivariable function.

2. Tool Classes:
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• Minld class: Define a one-dimension optimization.

• Minmd class: Define a multi-dimension space optimization.

3. Application Classes:

• Likelifunc class: Define a likelihood function including correlation factor.

• MLEstat class: Define a maximum likelihood estimation.

The element class objects are basic objects which are problem independent. This

level of classes can be reused in many different computational models without any

modification. The tool class objects are a set of collections of numerical algorithms

to realize some given functions. This level of classes is general function dependent. It

provides a bridge between the element classes and application classes. The application

class object is problem dependent object. It depends on the statistical estimation

method and the analytical function that we are using here. Through the definition of

three levels of class object, the classes in each level keep relatively independent and

easy to be reused and extended without affecting the integrity of entire code. New

numerical optimization algorithm and new statistical parameters estimation method

can be included in the code through local implementation. This also improves the

maintenance of code.

5.5 Summary

In the preceding sections, we have introduced least squares, maximum like-

lihood estimation, and maximum a posteriori estimation methods for parameter es-

tiamtion. We also discussed the numerical algorithms to realize these estimation

methods for complex nonlinear function. Least squares method requires a normal

distributed likelihood function with identical variance, which is not satisfied for most

present tokamak experimental database used in this thesis. Hence, this method is

likely not to be useful for the problem studied in this thesis. Maximum likelihood

estimation is an appropriate method in the limit of a large number of experimental

database. For the limited tokamak database, this method may not be useful, but
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may likely to be useful when more experimental database is available. Maximum a

posteriori estimation (also called Bayesian estimation) uses both prior information

and the information from experimental measurements. It can deal with limited toka-

mak experimental database used in this thesis. Hence, this method is employed in

the following chapters of this thesis to obtain the estimators of adjustable constants

in the anomalous tokamak transport model with the database from seven different

tokamaks.
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Chapter 6

Parameter Estimation in a

Gyro-Bohm Transport Model

In the preceding chapter, methods of parameter estimation were introduced.

In this chapter, a systematic parameter estimation procedure has been established and

applied to estimating a priori uncertain multipliers of flux formulas in a "gyro-Bohm"

tokamak transport model. Results from simulating two tokamak discharge profiles

with the model calibrated here are shown. This simple example will set the stage for

work reported in subsequent chapters of this thesis but without the complexity of a

large database. The method used here can deal with limited and relatively uncertain

experimental data by using estimates of prior knowledge concerning the accuracy of

the data. Confidence regions are given to assess the accuracy of estimators. The

estimated multipliers are much larger than in a similar study using non-gyroBohm

transport model[71] suggesting either that mechanisms in addition to those included

in this particular "gyro-Bohm" model need to to included, as in subsequent chapters

of this thesis.

In the following sections, a brief introduction is given in Section 1. The

Bayesian estimation method is redescribed in Section 2. The transport model used

is revisited in Section 3. Estimation results are presented in Section 4. In Section 5,

the transport model are used to simulate two additional discharges. Summary from

this work is given in Section 6.
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6.1 Introduction

Various combinations of semi-empirical and theory-based transport flux for-

mulas have been used to simulate the radial transport of plasma in tokamaks [22, 56,

61, 62, 152, 65, 60, 27, 47, 58, 153, 71, 64]. A priori uncertain constants in these flux

formulas are set either by a nominal assumption or calibrated against experimental

data with a simple statistical approach, such as a least squares or maximum likelihood

method. The usual least squares method requires experimental data with a simple

independent and identical normal distribution around the expectation value. In the

Chapter 5, we see that Bayesian method (Maximum a posteriori method) provides a

unifying framework of statistical parameter estimation. A simple common maximum

likelihood method can be derived as a particular asymptotic approximation of the

more general Bayesian method as discussed below, which is appropriate with large

amount of experimental data. However, these conditions are not always satisfied in

fusion studies. Hence, in this case, we turn back to a direct Bayesian method for

parameter estimation. A Bayesian method has been used to study the energy con-

finement scaling and test an earlier transport model [68, 67]. It takes advantage of

both previous experience and on-hand experimental data. The previous experience

is quantified in prior distributions which influence the Bayesian posterior probabil-

ity distribution function, thereby determining confidence limits imposed on a priori

uncertain modeling parameters in light of the on-hand experimental data. A proper

prior distribution and resultant likelihood function are important for obtaining a good

estimation of model accuracy.

In this chapter, a rescaling parameter is used for uncertain variance in normal

distributions for residuals between theory predictions and experimental data. Prior

distributions of parameters are chosen on the basis of interviews with experimentalists

and theorists. The transport model applied here is a gyro-Bohm multi-mode transport

model. The only departure from gyrobohm behavior is the finite Larmor radius

correction to kinetic ballooning driven fluxes near the ideal magnetohydodynamic

(MHD) ballooning stability limit, which is not encountered in the present study. The
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experimental data used for model calibration is from ISX-B discharge 41119 [154].

This is an intermediate /?(/? = kinetic pressure/magnetic pressure), small machine

size discharge. The database from this single discharge is used here for an illustrative

model calibration for three reasons. First, a single discharge is chosen to simplify the

notation and facilitate reproduction of results of this test case by other researchers

(as compared to the more complicated database including this discharge used by

Kinsey for a statistically more elementary point estimation procedure) [71]. Second,

this data set most clearly illustrates the need to allow for a recalibration of reported

experimental "error bars", as discussed in more detail below. Third, simulations of

this discharge are the most sensitive to ballooning branch transport effects of all the

discharges used by Kinsey, and thus should give the smallest confidence intervals

from any single discharge for the ballooning branch transport flux multiplier, as also

discussed below. The reported data from Thomson scattering electron density and

temperature profiles are shown as points with "error bars" in Fig. 6.1. We can see

that reported errors systematically exceed the differences between pairs of repeated

measurement points. In addition to explaining how we dealt with this problem, we

will also show here that estimated transport flux formulae multipliers have relatively

large confidence regions, but are relatively insensitive to changes in prior distributions.

6.2 Bayesian Estimation Method

Bayesianestimation is based on Bayes' theorem. Assume that Y(yi,y25 ••' •,Vn

is a vector of n observations, its probability distribution with given k parameters

C(ci,c2, • • • ,Ck) is p(Y\C). Suppose that the probability distribution of C is p(C).

Bayes' theorem states that the probability distribution of parameter C after n obser-

vations is [155]
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where

(Y) = I S P(y\C)p(C)dC if C is continuous
P
 \EP(Y\C)P{C) if C is discrete

In above equation, p(C\Y) is the posterior/conditional distribution of parameter C,

p{C) is the prior distribution of C, and p(Y\C) is called likelihood function of C,

which is usually denoted as l(C).

Prior distributions represent our initial knowledge about a priori uncertain

parameters. Whether or not the distribution is based on a quantitative underlying

physical model, there are always some intuitive content in it. This comes from our

previous observation experience or our theoretical knowledge about certain param-

eters. A posterior probability distribution can be regarded as a modification of the

assumed prior probability distribution. The modification results from the influence

of the likelihood function, which contains information coming from the experimental

data set, here called Y.

In our transport model, we let Y(yi,y2, *• • ,yn) denote the experimental

output vector with dimension n, and Y'(yi,y2,-• - ,yn\C) denote the system model

output vector. For generality, we assume that the "residual" differences between

theory predictions and experimental data may include a calibration/model offset and

will distribute normally at the j t h measurement point. The corresponding likelihood

function is

4 [ M ^ r 1 ! l (6-3)
where the vector e,-(C) = Y — Y'(C). This normal distribution has variance sa~j,

with s > 0. Two new parameters, 5 and / are introduced here into the likelihood

function. These two parameters are nuisance parameters with respect to parameters

in the theoretical transport model, but they are important in construction of a good

likelihood function to connect the experimental data to the statistical model. The pa-

rameter / has been introduced elsewhere [71] to account for experimental calibration

error or model systematic offset. This may arise from limited instrumental calibration

precision or inaccurate modeling methods. Simplification of realistic physical process

in the transport model may cause this offset as well. (In the present case with a
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single discharge, / is indeterminable and nothing is lost by setting / = 0.0. It is

discussed only to prepare the reader for extension of the method to a multi-tokamak

database, as in subsequent chapters of this thesis.) <7j is the reported "error bar" of

j t h experimental data. It represents the dispersion of repeated measurements at the

same observation point. The reported error bar may overestimate or underestimate

the expected variance for particular measurements. This can be seen from the exper-

imental data shown in Fig. 6.1. Hence, we introduce s as a rescaling factor to deal

with such a difficulty. With the assumption that each observation is independent, the

total likelihood function for C, / and s is

L(C J,a) = 111,(0 J,s) (6.4)
j

From the Bayes' theorem, the posterior probability function of parameters C, / and

s after the measurement is

p(c, / , a\Y) = p(C)p(f)p(s)L(C, / , s) (6.5)

Here p(C),p(f) and p(s) are the prior distribution of C, / and s respectively. As we

are only interested here in the parameters in model, the nuisance parameters / and

s can be integrated out. The resultant marginal posterior probability function for

parameter C is

P(C\Y) = P(C) J J p(f)p(s)p(Y\C, /, 8)dfds (6.6)

From the marginal posterior probability function, the estimator of parameter C can

be obtained by finding the parameter vector C* which maximizes the posterior prob-

ability function. This is a so-called Bayesian estimation method.

Bayesian estimation provides a method for utilizing to utilize both previous

experience and observation data. In the presence of a large amount of previous expe-

rience, the chosen prior distribution is close to the true probability distribution, and

even a small number of measurements can give an accurate estimation of parameters.

If the available knowledge about prior probability is limited, however, we need more

observations to make a good estimation.
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A common approach is to omit p(C) and set p(f) = 6(0), and p(s) = 6(1),

with 6 the delta function. Then the posterior probability function will be

P(C\Y) = n {2J^/2 exp(-0.5e?/^) (6.7)

Maximizing this p(C\Y) is what conventional maximum likelihood estimation (M.L.E)

does. Omitting p{C) is equivalent to taking the uninformative limit for the prior

distribution for the modeling parameters. This represents a state of nominal prior

ignorance. This may underestimate prior knowledge of theory model parameters.

p(f) = 6(0),p(s) = 6(1) corresponds to fully informative prior distribution of nui-

sance parameters with expectation value 0 and 1. This will generally overestimate

prior knowledge of these parameters. This is because in tokamak studies, the in-

herent complexity of plasma behavior and limited diagnostic accuracy may result

in potential uncertainties in experimental data other than known variances for each

measurement. Therefore, in this work, we will illustrate results which include our

best present estimates concerning prior distribution parameters. This leads to the

use of semi-informative prior distribution in constructing the posterior distributions.

For those used to least squares, we note that, if in Eq. (6.7) we also assume that each

measurement has the same variance, we obtain the simple least squares estimation

method.

6.3 The Gyro-BohmMulti-mode Transport Model

The study of plasma transport is an important field concerned with confine-

ment in controlled fusion devices. However, studying this process is both complicated

and challenging. A number of theoretical modes have been proposed to explain en-

ergy transport in tokamaks. At present, no formulas connected to a single branch of

the linear dispersion relation have been clearly shown to reproduce a major portion

of available experimental data. One reason is that transport from different branches

may dominate to different extents in different regions of a plasma. Therefore, an
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appropriate combination of these modes can be expected to give a better fit to avail-

able data [45]. This motivates the "multi-mode" transport model, which has been

extensively studied by a number of authors [61, 62, 65, 60, 69]. A "multi-mode"

transport model includes a linear combination of the drift wave branch and balloon-

ing branch in anomalous particle and energy fluxes formulas. The drift wave branch

consists of a contribution from trapped electron mode (TEM), ion temperature gra-

dient (j)i) and circulating electron effects (CE). It accounts for anomalous transport

due to small scale fluctuations. The ballooning branch here accounts for resistive

ballooning, kinetic ballooning and neoclassical MHD effects. In the model used by

Kinsey et al. [71], the radial electron energy transport due to motion along stochastic

magnetic field lines is included in resistive ballooning and neoclassical MHD mode.

This results from applying a test particle theory in a stochastic magnetic field with

nonlinear saturation level estimated from ballooning and neoclassical MHD calcula-

tions [103, 104, 111]. However, at present, no clearly relevant experimental evidence

supports the existence of strong radial transport due to electron motion along stochas-

tic magnetic fields [156]. Also, there are some questions about the validity of the test

particle theory used [157]. The amplitude and correlation lengths for stochastic mag-

netic fields and their effects on plasma transport are still an active research field.

Hence, in this chapter, we will omit electron thermal transport along stochastic mag-

netic fields in flux formulas. This also simplifies the underlying transport mechanism

since the remaining model forms a gyro-Bohm scaling transport model [158, 159, 160].

The detailed transport flux formulas are given in Appendix 1. The resulting fluxes

are added to neoclassical transport and incorporated into a set of time-dependent

particle and energy conservation equations. This set of equations is solved by finite

difference method in BALDUR[138]. The general forms of fluxes used here are

Qe = eCigf + eC2£f (6.8)

Qi = e^QP + eVQ? (6.9)

ra = ecirf + ec*rf (6.10)

Here, the Qj for j = e,i are the flux-surface-averaged radial fluxes of electron and ion

energy and Fa of particle species type a. The multipliers eci and e°2 correspond to
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the contributions from drift wave and ballooning branch respectively. In this work,

we will give an estimation of multipliers from experimental data using a Bayesian

method.

6.4 Parameter Estimation in the Gyro-Bohm Multi-

mode Model

Our Bayesian estimation method has been discussed above in Section 2. The

experimental data is from ISX-B discharge #41119. All experimental data points are

assumed independent. The prior distributions used for the parameters cl5C2,s and /

are

0.5-f) (6.11)

exp(-0.54") (6-12)
C2

(6.13)

P(s) = ^ s " - 1 exp(-as) (6.14)

where acx, aC2, 07 and a are adjustable constants. They represent a range of uncertain-

ties in our previous knowledge. In the case of local uninformative prior distributions,

<TCI,<7C2 and (7/ tend to oo and a to 0. As noted above, these assumptions may

neglect useful prior knowledge. In the case of fully informative prior distributions,

aCl, aC2, erf —> 0 and a —+ oo. The prior probability distributions then go to £(0) and

6(1) for these two types of limit. As we only use one discharge in this study, / is not

needed and we set the prior distribution for / to 8(0). Interviewing those who provide

the data suggested that using a = 1 to represent a factor of c. two uncertainty in

"error bar" sizes is reasonable.

A number of nonlinear simulations using gyrofluid and gyrokinetic approaches [161,

53, 162], have been done for drift wave branch, producing results within order of mag-
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nitude accuracy of each other and of the quasilinear results upon which our formulas

for this branch are based. Relatively less work has been done to study the accuracy of

ballooning branch formulas used here. Thus, we assume an order magnitude of more

uncertainty at the 2<r level for the leading multipliers in the ballooning branch than

in drift wave branch. For a nominal study, we thus assume that <rci ~ l,crC2 ~ 2 in

the prior distributions is an appropriate prior state of information about model pa-

rameters. From these prior distribution functions, employing the likelihood function

defined above in Eq. (6.3), we can obtain the posterior probability function.

One hundred eighty two points in cx, Ci space have been sampled to calcu-

late the posterior probability value. The posterior distribution function is obtained

by fitting the sampled values using a quadratic function through a least squares

method. The resultant posterior distribution is locally equivalent to a Gaussian func-

tion. Maximizing the approximated posterior distribution with respect to {c\,C2)

yields Bayesian estimation parameters. The obtained multiplier for the drift wave

branch is ec* = 3.14 and for the ballooning branch is ec2 = 4.24.

Confidence regions are then used to evaluate the accuracy of estimators.

As the posterior distribution is approximately Gaussian in this case, the covariance

matrix is the negative inverse Hessian matrix of the logarithm of the posterior distri-

bution [163]:

d2log(P(Cl,C2/Y)) d2log(p(c1,c2/Y))

V = -H = - g 2 / o g ( p ( c i C 2 / y ) ) d2log(p(cuc3/Y))
d2c2

The corresponding 100(1 — a)% confidence region for the estimators is

Pr[(c - cryv-Hc - cr) < xh-J = 1 - <* (6.ie)

where \\ \-a
 ls * n e u PP e r 100(1 — a) of percentage of a Chi-square distribution with

two degrees of freedom. Eq. (6.15) gives the boundary of confidence region for the es-

timators. The corresponding 50%, 90% and 95% confidence levels for estimators from

our semi-informative Bayesian estimation are shown in Fig. 6.2. The relatively large

confidence regions come from the uncertainties in the small number of experimental

data points used here and for our limited prior knowledge.
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The change of estimators with respect to the parameter a. has been computed

and is shown in Fig. 6.3. We can see that the estimator C\ stays almost constant and

c2 has a weak variation when the a goes up. The 95% confidence area shown in the

figure decreases smoothly with increasing a. This insensitivity suggests that a range

of uncertainty about our prior knowledge for experimental accuracy is not critical, in

the present context, for the results of the analysis.

6.5 Test of the Calibrated Transport Model

The estimated multiplying coefficients ec* and ec2 of saturation levels from

drift wave and ballooning branches are around 3 — 4 times the nominal theoretical unit

multipliers. As an indication of whether it is worth pursuing theoretically why such a

remarkable model is demanded by this data, we have simulated a "low confinement"

(L-mode) and "high confinement" (H-mode) discharge from one large tokamak as

an indication of how well it functions experimentally. One discharge is a L-mode

shot from Dlll-D (#57342), the other is a H-mode shot from DIII-D (#56511) [164].

These two shots represent a reasonably well matched set in two different confinement

regimes. The tokamak parameters, together with those of ISX-B #41119 discharge,

are listed in Table 6.1. These include the major radius i?0, outermost closed flux

surface half-width a, plasma elongation AC, toroidal magnetic field BT at Ro, toroidal

current 7P, mean atomic number of hydrogen isotope Ai, effective charge Ze// (Zeff =

Ylna.Zl/ne), neutral beam injection power PNB, sawtooth period r, and diagnostic

time.

The simulation results versus experimental data are given in Figs 6.1 and

6.4-5. The electron density and temperature data were obtained by Thomson scatter-

ing. The ion temperature data were measured using charge exchange recombination

spectroscopy. We can see that the transport model qualitatively reproduces the ex-

perimental profiles data. The density and temperature profiles of the H-mode shot

fit very well with reported data. However, there exists a noticeable difference be-

tween the simulated temperature profile of the L-mode shot and reported data. The
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source of additional enhanced transport required in the L-mode discharges is under

investigation elsewhere [165, 166].
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6.6 Summary

In the above analysis, we employed Bayesian estimation with proper prior

distributions and a likelihood function to deal with a case where the experimental

observations are limited in number and have relatively large uncertainty. Bayesian

estimation gives us the possibility of making optimal use of our previous knowledge.

The estimators using data from small size machine and limited data points were ap-

plied to the simulation of one larger size machine discharges. The obtained results fit

well with experimental data for the DIII-D H-mode case, but give a poor reproduction

of the temperature profile for the L-mode case. Without including the radial energy

transport of electron motion along stochastic magnetic fields, the gyro-Bohm scaling

model has comparatively high turbulence saturation level parameters. These are much

larger than in a similar study using non-gyrobohm transport model[71], suggesting

that mechanisms in addition to early estimates of E x B driven fluxes from resistive

ballooning and quasilinear drift jr\i turbulence are needed for a complete theoretical

model of flux surface averaged transport in tokamaks.

These results illustrate the critical importance of careful nonlinear theoret-

ical studies of underlying transport mechanism. At present, there is a very limited

multi-tokamak collection of complete sets of waveforms and sawtooth-phased profiles

generally available [72]. If the results shown here are a reasonable guide, some useful

a priori constraints on the a priori uncertain parameters in theory-based transport

models will be essential for discriminating between various gyro-Bohm and non-gyro-

Bohm transport models, even ones with functional dependence of transport flux for-

mulas on other dimensionless parameters as highly constrained as those we used here

and by authors such as Kinsey et al [71].
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Table 6.1 Tokamak Discharge Parameters

Tokamak
Shot #
Type
Ro(m)
a (m)

K

BT(T)
IP{MA)

Ai
Zeff

PNB(MW)

rZZ(secs)
Diagnostic Time (sees)

ISXB
41119

L
0.94
0.26
1.19
0.93
0.135
1.22
1.30
2.00
0.005
0.01
0.22

DIII-D
56511

H
1.70
0.7
1.83
2.1
1.25
1.53
1.40
6.68
0.013
0.014
2.09

Dlll-D
57342

L
1.70

0.636
1.67
2.12

^L.23
1.53
1.3

7.21
0.014
0.0385
2.40
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Fig. 6.2: The 95%, 90% and 50% confidence regions of c{ and cj.
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summarized in Section 4. Results and their implications are discussed in Section 5.

Finally, we summarize this work in Section 6.

7.1 Introduction

A theory-based transport model has been proposed and tested against a

wide range of experimental data [61, 62, 60, 64, 71, 72]. This model includes a linear

combination of two primary turbulent radial fluxes from the drift wave and ballooning

branches of the dispersion relation describing linear instabilities for tokamak plasmas.

In previous studies, turbulence saturation coefficients were nominally set to unity or

calibrated from limited experimental data using a simple least squares or maximum

likelihood approach [62, 60, 71]. From the study described in the previous chapter, we

saw that a Bayesian method provides an effective method for parameter estimation. In

this chapter, we employ this method to estimate turbulenct transport flux coefficients

using a database reflecting a wide variety of tokamak operational conditions.

The Bayesian method generalizes conventional least squares or maximum

likelihood methods by taking full advantage of both previous experience and exper-

imental evidence when making inferences about priori uncertain parameters. Use of

such prior knowledge is important when the experimental observations come with rel-

atively large uncertainty and incompletely characterized accuracy. A good utilization

of prior knowledge optimizes point estimation and the determination of confidence

contour, which indicates the probability the true value of a parameter being in given

regions of parameter space; otherwise the amount of data required to obtain a desired

accuracy may be over-estimated [163].

In this chapter, we base our prior knowledge on extensive studies of present

theoretical models and interviews with experimental teams. A systematic calibration

or model offset error is allowed for. Reported measurement variance is also allowed

to be rescaled, as reported experimental variance occasionally overestimates or un-

derestimates the measurement variance.

The experimental data used here includes twelve discharges from seven toka-
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maks. The data covers three major operational regimes: Ohmic heating (OH), low

confinement (L-mode) and high confinement (H-mode). These discharges span a

wide tokamak parameter space. Confidence contours are given to describe the ex-

pected accuracy of the estimation. These confidence contours show a larger uncer-

tainty in ballooning than in drift wave branch fluxes. (This is also coincidentally the

case with present purely theoretical nonlinear studies from gyrofluid and gyrokinetic

models [53, 161, 162].) The turbulence saturation coefficients are computed here for

various values of parameters describing a priori uncertainties in prior distributions.

The results show that the point estimators, i.e. calibrated turbulence saturation

coefficients, obtained are not sensitive to the variation of prior distributions. How-

ever, the confidence regions obtained are relatively sensitive to change of a parameter

a, which accounts for the prior knowledge of the accuracy of reported data "error

bars", but are insensitive to the change of a parameter 8j, which accounts for prior

knowledge about systematic calibration/modeling offsets. The insensitivity of point

estimators to variation of these parameters implies that some uncertainties in our

prior subjective knowledge will not dramatically affect "point simulation modeling"

using the calibrated transport model. However, those interested in the range of pos-

sible extrapolations which can be obtained would be advised to pay careful attention

to a priori assumptions used in estimating the accuracy of their models.

The transport model calibrated here is further implemented to predict plasma

profiles from an additional Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) discharge 50904 [159].

The predicted temperature profiles agree well with experimental data.

7.2 Multi-mode Transport Model

The transport model used here is referred to as a "multi-mode" model.

It linearly combines turbulence saturation estimates of fluxes from drift wave and

ballooning branches. This approach originated from the observation that no single

theoretical mode or branch at present can well reproduce a large variety of experi-

mental data [45, 46, 58]. Several older "multi-mode" model versions had previously
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been used for testing against experimental data [62, 60, 65, 66]. In this chapter, we

calibrate the turbulence saturation coefficients of two branches in a recent published

nominal model [71]. In the nominal "multi-mode" transport model, the drift wave

branch includes effects of trapped electron, ion temperature gradient and circulating

electron modes. The ballooning branch includes effects from resistive ballooning, ki-

netic ballooning and neoclassical MHD theories. The resulting fluxes are added to

neoclassical transport and incorporated into a set of time-dependent, fiux-surface-

averaged particle and energy conservation equations. This set of equations is solved

using finite difference methods in the transport code BALDUR [138]. The general

form of fluxes used here can be written as

Qe = ec>Q? + ec*Qf (7.1)

Qi = ec>Q? + ec*Qf (7.2)

ro = e
c i r f + eC2rf (7.3)

Here Qe and Qi are the flux-surface-averaged radial fluxes of electron and ion energy,

and r a denotes the particle fluxes of particle species type a. The multipliers C\ and

C2 define a priori uncertain turbulence saturation coefficients subject to calibration

against experimental data.

7.3 Systematic Calibration Method

A Bayesian estimation method is employed to calibrate the a priori uncertain

parameters in the multi-mode model against experimental data. It is based on Bayes'

conditional probability theorem [155]. For any given data, the theorem describes the

probability distribution of parameters as

P(Y/C)p(C)
Ip(Y/C)p(C)dC

Here, p(C/Y) is the posterior/conditional distribution of parameters C with given

data Y. p{C) is the prior distribution of C, and the function p(Y/C) is called likeli-

hood function of C, which is the probability distribution of Y given parameters C,
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conventionally written as l(C). In the above expression, C is the vector form of a

priori uncertain parameters cl5C2, and Y is a vector of experimental data.

The prior distribution p(C) comes from previous experience. The likelihood

function depends on the statistical model used for the measurement residuals between

theory predictions and reported experimental data. Here, we assume the likelihood

function for the j t h measurement in the ith discharge is

< 7-5 )

where the vectors e,-j = ln(Yij) — \n(Y'(C)ij) [47]. Y'- is the model simulation results

corresponding to data Y^ of j t h measurement in the ith discharge. The parameter

/,• accounts for systematic calibration error or modeling offset in the ith discharge.

This may arise from limited instrumental precision of the diagnostic method and/or

incompletely accurate transport simulation methods. a?j is the reported data variance

(inferred from reported "error bars") for th.ejth measurement of ith shot. The meaning

of "error bars" inferred from data available to us is often not precisely reported. In

some cases, the reported "error bars" are clearly larger than discrepancies between

repeated measurements (c.f. ISXB discharge #41119 [154] below.) In the other cases,

only some data points are reported with "error bars," and we estimate the "error

bars" for other data points by assuming that they have the same fractional error.

Therefore, the resulting a^ used here may underestimate or overestimate the true

data variance. It is convenient to allow for a rescaling factor s,- such that Si<jjj is

assumed to be the true data variance in the likelihood function. The reasonable extent

of such modification allowed can be quantitatively described by a prior probability

distribution for s;. Similar comments apply to the calibration modeling offsets /,•

and transport flux multiplier exponents, Ci and c2. Prior distributions for all these

parameters with appropriate uninformative limits are given as

(7.6)
^ 1 , 2

1 =ex P ( -0 .5^ ) (7.7)
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(7.8)

where <rCl_2, cr̂  and o; are adjustable constants and F is the gamma function with F(a +

1) = aF(a). These functions represent a range of uncertainties in our prior knowledge

about calibration and rescaling factors. With the assumption that the measurements

are independent, the posterior probability distribution function of parameters C, /,

and Si with given data is

UViACJuSi) (7.9)
*3

As we are only interested in the parameter C{c\%c<{) in the present work, the nui-

sance parameters fi and s,- can be integrated out. The resultant marginal posterior

probability distribution function for C is

p(C/Y)=p(C)J---JP(CJi,si)dfi--.dsi (7.10)

From the marginal posterior probability function, an estimator C can be obtained

by finding the parameter vector C*{c\^) which maximizes the posterior probabil-

ity. One hundreds eighty two points in c\, c2 space have been sampled to calculate

the posterior probability value. The posterior distribution function is obtained by

fitting the logarithm of sampled values using a quadratic function through a least

squares method. The resultant posterior distribution is locally approximated here as

a Gaussian function. The covariance matrix of estimators is [163]

aafog(p(c1,ca/r))
y _ If-1

 = _ 32ci 9ci9c2 in i 1 \
92fog(p(ci,c2/r)) d^ogjpjd^/Y)) W J

dcidc2 d2c2

The corresponding 100(1 — a)% confidence region for estimators is

pr[(c - cryv-\c - cr) < xh-a) = 1 - a (7.12)

where x% i-a 1S ^ e upper 100(1 — a)% of point of Chi-square distribution with two

degrees of freedom, and Pr specifies the probability. Eq. (7.12) gives the boundary

of confidence region for estimator Ci,c2.
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7.4 Experimental Database

The experimental data used for our calibration have been published in Kin-

sey's paper and Ph.D. thesis [70, 71]. This group of data was carefully chosen from

twelve discharges from seven different tokamaks to account for a variety of operational

conditions without introducing any known bias other than avoiding the regimes inap-

propriate to the transport simulation method used here [71]. There are four Ohmic

heating (OH), five low confinement (L-mode) and three high confinement (H-mode)

discharges. VH modes or supershots are not included due to lack of models of poloidal

shear flow and hot ion effects in the flux formulas used here. Since the calculated

penetration depth for pellet injection will vary with saturation coefficients in our

transport model, a different launching speed is required for each case. Therefore, it is

inconvenient to scan transport multipliers with pellet injection simulations. No pellet

injection discharges are included in this calibration.

The global plasma parameters for the data used here are presented in Ta-

bles 7.1 and 7.2. Note that the last discharge is saved for testing the resulting model

and is not used for transport model calibration. Parameters listed are the major

radius i?0, minor radius a, elongation K, toroidal field Bt, toroidal plasma current

Ip, line-averaged effective charge Zejj, neutral beam injection power PNB, average

atomic number A{ of the hydrogen isotopes, sawtooth periods r, final sawtooth time

prior to the diagnostic time t*aw, and the diagnostic time. From Table 7.1 and 7.2,

we can see that the major radius ranges from half a meter to several meters, mag-

netic field changes from less than one Tesla to more than eight Tesla, plasma current

varies from just over a tenth MA to several MA, line-averaged density changes from

several 1019/m3 to 20 X 1019/ra3, injection power ranges from two MW to fifteen

MW. The heating methods include Ohmic heating, neutral beam injection heating

and ion cyclotron resonant heating (ICRH). The large parameter space should help

to randomize the calibration/modeling offset among various tokamak and make the

calibration robust. All together, six hundred ninety seven data points are used in this

calibration.
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7.5 Calibration Results and Implications

Calibration results have been obtained using the posterior probability dis-

tribution discussed in Section 3 and experimental data from discharges summarized

in Section 4. For the posterior distribution, we assumed a semi-informative prior

distribution of parameters /,• and s,-. Interviewing those who provided the data sug-

gested that using 8/ = 0.1 and a — 1 in these prior distributions is reasonable.

These represent 10% uncertainty for experimental data and modeling accuracy and

c. factor of two uncertainties for the reported "error bars". Confidence contours for

the two turbulence saturation parameters from experimental data give a measure of

uncertainties remaining after calibration to these data.

Figs. 7.1 and 7.2 show two groups of calibrated saturation coefficients and

corresponding 50%, 90% and 95% confidence contours. The relatively small confidence

contours shown in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2 indicate that reasonably useful estimators may

have been obtained. From the range of confidence contours, we can see that the

multiplier of the ballooning branch is more uncertain than that for the drift wave

branch. Thus, this study refines purely theoretical estimates consistent with gyrofluid

and gyrokinetic studies, which produce results within an order of magnitude accuracy

of each other and of the quasilinear results upon which the drift wave branch is

based [161, 53, 162]. It leaves relatively larger uncertainties in the ballooning branch,

as did the theories we started with. The different estimators and confidence contours

in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2 report confidence contours using the different prior distributions

for Si and /,-. From these results, readers with different views of the appropriate

values of these parameters may use these figures to come to their own conclusions

about the accuracy of our estimators. In Fig. 7.1, the a in the s,- prior distribution

varies between 1.0,6.0 and 12.0, while 6^ is kept at 0.1 in the prior distribution

for /,-. The resultant point estimators vary only slightly in the parameter space.

On the other hand, an appreciable reduction of confidence regions can be observed

as a increases. In Fig. 7.2, the Sj. varies between 0.05,0.1 and 0.2 in the prior

distribution of /;, while the a stays at 1.0 in the prior distribution of S{. Here, both
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the resulting estimators and confidence contours are nearly unchanged. Thus, from

Figs. 7.1 and 7.2, we see that the calibrated saturation coefficients are insensitive

to the change of prior distribution. This allows people with different views of prior

knowledge about calibration/modeling offset and "error bar" accuracy to obtain very

similar estimators. However, as the confidence contours will vary with prior knowledge

assumed about s^, adequate allowance should be made for uncertainty in the meaning

of reported error estimates until any such uncertainty is resolved, at least to the extent

that high confidence is required in tokamak performance predicted using these models.

The resultant turbulence saturation coefficients obtained with the "nomi-

nal" statistical model described above are eCl = 1.03 and eC2 = 0.50 for drift wave

branch and ballooning branch respectively. The electron density, electron and ion

temperature profiles of the discharges used for calibration using this calibrated trans-

port model are shown along with experimental results in Fig. 7.3-14. These plots are

included to allow the reader to conclude whether further refinement of the statistical

model used here might be desirable.

As an application of the calibrated model, TFTR discharge 50904 is simu-

lated using it. This discharge is chosen with no obvious selection effects other than

being representative of the available large machine L-mode discharges data. The elec-

tron density, electron and ion temperature profiles are given in Fig. 7.15 and compared

with measurement data. These predicted profiles are in good qualitative agreement

with experimental data.

7.6 Summary

In the preceding discussion, we presented a detailed statistical model for

calibrating the saturation coefficients in a theory-based multi-mode transport model.

Confidence contours were employed to evaluate the accuracy of the estimators we

obtained. The relatively small confidence regions obtained suggest that these estima-

tors may be useful. To allow for different views of prior knowledge (which influence

the posterior distribution), sensitivity tests were done by varying the adjustable con-

stants in the prior distributions of calibration/model offsets (/;) and "error bar"
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rescalings (s{). The estimators were found to vary little with respect to the change

of prior distribution of /; and S{. This gives us some flexibility in making use of

prior distributions. However, the confidence contours of estimators do change with

the adjustable constant a in the prior distribution for S{. Therefore, one needs to be

careful to examine such effects upon various calibrated models when applying them

to performance probability studies. Having sufficient understanding of the statistical

model underlying these estimators is essential to appreciating the meaning of these

results.

The electron density, electron and ion temperature profiles for twelve dis-

charges are given from the calibrated transport model. A test run of the calibrated

transport model on TFTR discharge 50904 yields encouraging results.
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Tokamak
Shot
Type
R0(m)
a (m)
K

BT(T)

IP (MA)
ne(1019/m3)
AH

PNB (MW)

saw
TNB

saw

^saw

Diagnostic
Time(secs)

Table

Alc-C
80
ft

.64
.165
1.00
8.10

.38
20.0
1.93
1.25
0.0

.032
-

.299

0.30

: 7.1. Discharge Parameters

ASDEX
8475

Q,

1.64
.40

1.00
2.30
.375
4.38
1.93
1.25
0.0

.013
-

.986

1.00

ISX-B
41119

L-
.94
.26

1.19
.924
.154
6.87
1.22
1.30
2.00
.005
.010
2.08

0.22

TFTR
45980

L-
2.45

.80
1.00
4.76
2.00
3.44
1.93
2.20

11.34
.025
.160
3.36

3.47

DIII-D
56511

H-
1.70
0.70
1.83
2.10
1.25
7.30
1.53
1.40
6.68
.013
.014
2.08

2.09

JET
15894

H-
2.96
1.10
1.55
3.43
3.03
5.25
1.93
3.46
7.62
.080
.380

15.05

16.0
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Tokamak
Shot
Type
R0(m)
a (m)
K

BT(T)
IP (MA)
ne(1019/m3)
AH
Zeff
PNB (MW)
TUH

saw-NB
saw

''saw
Diagnostic
Time (sees)

Alc-C
67

a
.64

.165
1.00
9.00

.54
23.3
1.93
1.25
0.0

.032
-

.29

0.30

Table 7.2.

ASDEX
18716

a
1.65
.40

1.00
2.17
..38
4.70
1.93
1.30
0.0

.013
-

1.39

1.40

Discharge Parameters

DIII-D
41119

L-
1.69
.624
1.85
2.00
1.00
2.80
1.93
1.40
2.00
.026
.080
3.86

3.90

TFTR
45980

L-
2.45

.80
1.00
4.77
1.78
5.30
1.93
2.10

14.80
.05
.23

3.98

4.03

JET
27658

L-
2.95
1.18
1.44
1.70
2.06
2.70
1.93
3.30
4.10

.08

.38
54.80

55.0

JFT-2M
73488

H-
1.31
0.33
1.30
1.26
.222
4.83
1.93
2.00
0.61

.01
-

0.64

0.754

TFTR
50904

L-
2.45

0.798
1.00
2.86
1.19
2.66
1.93
2.10
7.31
0.05

0.165
3.87

3.95
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Chapter 8

Simulation of JT-60 Discharges

with Calibrated Multi-mode

Transport Model

The previous chapter gave a systematic calibration of a nominal multi-mode

transport model. In this chapter, this experimentally calibrated theoretical transport

model has been employed to study five L—mode discharges from the JT-60 tokamak.

The transport model successfully reproduced electron temperature and ion temper-

ature profile data. In the following sections, an introduction is given in Section 1;

physical model is restated in Section 2; experimental data is presented in Section 3;

transport analysis is given in Section 4; and summary is given in Section 5.

8.1 Introduction

A theory-based predictive tokamak transport model has been studied and

applied to a variety of tokamak discharges simulations [61, 62, 60, 71]. This model

includes nonlinear estimates of radial transport fluxes related to the drift wave and

ballooning branches of the linear dispersion relation. Fluxes from these two branches

of turbulence are linearly combined in the flux formulas to account for the anomalous

transport in tokamak. Multipliers are assigned to two branches to represent two
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turbulence saturation level calibrations. A systematic statistical method has been

employed to calibrate the multipliers used here against 12 discharges from 7 different

tokamaks to account for a wide range of operation conditions. The detailed calibration

process was discussed in the last chapter. In this chapter, we apply this calibrated

transport model to studying five L—mode discharges from the JT-60 tokamak [167].

Three discharges operated using a limiter; the other two operated using a divertor.

Two limiter discharges have been analyzed by Shirai et al. using transport based on

the drift wave branch [58]. That study was limited the ion temperature profiles which

were reproduced using their model. In our study, both electron temperature (Te) and

ion temperature (T;) profiles were successfully reproduced using theory-based model

with global plasma parameters as inputs. In the theoretical model used here, the

drift wave branch dominates the anomalous transport of plasma during neutral beam

heating in the discharge simulation.

8.2 Multi-mode Transport Model

The multi-mode transport model used here is a theory-based transport

model. The flux formulas used in this model include a linear combination of con-

tributions from drift wave branch and ballooning branch to account for two primary

anomalous turbulence in tokamaks. The drift wave branch consists of trapped particle

effects including trapped electron (TEM) and ion temperature gradient (rji) modes

and circulating electron (CE) mode. A drift wave branch was employed in previous

transport modeling to reproduce some experimental data [56, 57]. However, by it-

self, it has poor scaling of global energy confinement plasma current compared with

empirical results [45, 63]. The strong dependence on temperature of its heat fluxes

also gives overly steep predicted temperature gradients near a limiter. The ballooning

branch includes effects from resistive (RB), kinetic {KB) ballooning and neoclassical

(NM) MHD modes, which have been studied in a high ft (kinetic pressure /mag-

netic pressure) tokamak [40, 103, 111, 115, 109]. The rationale for the multi-mode

transport model has been explained elsewhere [61]. One multiplier each is assigned

to the drift wave branch and ballooning branch fluxes. These multipliers represent
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two turbulence saturation level calibrations. They were previously calibrated against

a relatively broad database. A Bayesian probability method was employed there to

optimize the multipliers. A normal distributed likelihood function was established

including the calibration and/or model offset factor and "error bar" rescaling factor.

Probability distribution appropriate to prior knowledge of the accuracy of theory,

experiment and modeling methods were used for that calibration. The prior distribu-

tions of parameters were assumed. A posterior probability function of multipliers was

obtained from Bayesian theorem. By maximizing the posterior probability function

versus these two multipliers, we obtained 1.03 times the nominal drift wave branch

theoretical fluxes and 0.50 times the nominal ballooning branch theoretical fluxes re-

spectively. The 95% confidence intervals are [0.9, 1.2] for the first multiplier and [0.4,

0.6] for the second multiplier. The resulting anomalous fluxes are added to neoclassical

transport and incorporated into a set of time-dependent, flux-surface-averaged parti-

cle and energy conservation equations. This set of equations with realistic source and

sink terms is solved in the "one and half" dimensional transport code BALDUR. [138]

The general form of fluxes used here can be written as

Qe = -nAe'Hxl + X^ + e^x^+X^ + X^ + X^ + X™)}^ (8-1)
FIT

Qi = -ni[e-(xl + X?E) + e^xr + Xr + xr)}^ (8-2)

ra = -[e^(Dl + D^) + e^(D^B + D^ + D^B)}^ (8.3)
or

Here Qej is the flux-surface-averaged radial fluxes of electron (subscript e)

and ion (subscript i) energy and Fa of particle species type a. x indicates the contribu-

tions from the electron motion along stochastic magnetic fields in the modes [103, 111].

The drift wave branch and ballooning branch multipliers eci and eC2 are 1.03 and 0.50

here respectively. The detailed expressions for the transport coefficients are given in

the Appendix 1.

As the plasma gradients get flat near the magnetic axis, anomalous trans-

port from drift wave and ballooning branches will vanish. Sawtooth oscillations are

included here to reproduce occasional additional electron energy and density rear-
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rangement near the center. This is done by interchanging the particle and energy

around the q = 1, where q is safety factor, using Kadomtsev's model [168]. Only

10% of the poloidal flux is exchanged during each sawtooth crash, as suggested by

a study of q profiles on Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) [169]. The sawtooth

period and/or crash phasing are prescribed using what experimental data is available

in order to obtain proper sawtooth phasing for temperature profiles.

The initial time of each simulation is taken well before the diagnostic time so

that uncertainties about the initial state will not yield significant effects on simulations

of diagnostic profiles. The initial temperature and density profiles are assumed to be

parabolic in radius. As the transport model is not applicable near the scrapeoff layer,

a radial boundary (r\) in the calculation is set 0.05/5* inside the outmost closed flux

surface, where Bt is toroidal magnetic field (all is SI units). The temporal boundary

conditions of temperature and density can be calculated using the model of Singer

et al. [71, 170]. with temporal current, line-averaged density and input power from

experimental measurements. These time evolution data from one typical discharge

(10643) are shown in Fig. 8.1.

The neutral transport is simulated using Monte Carlo algorithm by influxing

enough neutral hydrogen isotopes at 0.04 kev to match the reported line or volume

averaged electron density. The same technique is employed in calculation of higher

energy neutral beam injection heating. Impurity radiation losses are treated by ra-

diating 10% of the heating power, using a power per unit volume which increases

linearly from zero at r = 0 to 0.9 r^ and decreases linearly to zero at r>. The uncer-

tainty in radiation will bring about some systematic errors in the transport modeling.

Electron energy losses of 0.03 kev per electron ionization as well as ion energy losses

due to charge exchange transport of neutral hydrogen isotopes are also included.

8.3 Experimental Data

Five X-mode discharges from JT — 60 are studied in this chapter. This

includes three limiter and two divertor discharges. The power changes from 5.17

MW to 11.7 MW using 65 KeV perpendicular neutral beam {NB) injection heating.
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Hydrogen neutral beam injection into target hydrogen plasmas was utilized in these

discharges. The primary plasma parameters from experimental data are given in

Table 8.1. These are the major radius i?o, minor radius a, loop voltage VJ, toroidal

field Bt, toroidal plasma current Ip, the effective charge Zeff, the neutral injection

power PNB-I atomic number A{, neutral beam injection time Ueam and diagnostic

time tdiag. Note that the Zejj is appreciably lower in the divertor discharges, with a

minimum at 1.25 versus a maximum at 3.72 in limiter discharges.

The diagnostic electron and ion temperature data were measured versus

major radius, and then mapped to the flux surfaces computed in the equilibrium

code and reduced to profile data as a function of mid-plane halfwidth [171]. The

electron temperature profiles were from Thomson scattering measurement and also

from electron cyclotron emission (ECE) measured by a Fourier transform spectrom-

eter (FTS). The profiles of ion temperature were measured using a charge-exchange

recombination measurement (CXRS) [172].

8.4 Transport Analysis

The multi-mode transport model described above was employed to study

the five discharges described in the previous section. The temperature profiles from

simulations along with experimental measurements are shown in Figs. 8.2-7. These

profiles reasonably reproduce the experimental data. The center temperature profiles

from measurements become flatter in five discharges. This suggests that it was not

a long time from the last sawtooth crash to diagnostic measurement time [159]. The

sawtooth collapse will generally cool the electron and ion in plasma center. The

same feature can be seen in the simulation. The small bumps in the simulation curve

comes from the sawtooth crashing which interchanges the poloidal flux around the

q = 1 point. The slope discontinuity corresponds to the outmost mixing radius of

the sawtooth crash. We can see that the simulated temperature profiles have around

the same turning point as the measurement data. In two divertor discharges, the

center ion temperature are higher than that of the electrons, but only by an amount

comparable to the uncertainty indicated by quoted measurement error bars. In the
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limiter discharges, the differences between the central electron and ion temperatures

are relatively small. These differences can also be seen in the simulation results.

There is slight upshift of simulated temperature profiles in the outer region. This

discrepancy may be due to systematic error aspect of the simulations other than

the turbulent transport flux formulas, such as impurity radiation, which as discussed

by another author [71]. Alternatively, it could indicate too little peripheral energy

transport in the calibrated model for these discharges. These simulations show that

electrons and ions have the very similar temperature profiles in the outer region of

plasma. We can also see this relationship in the experimental profiles.

Thermal diffusivities for electrons and ions from a typical discharge simula-

tion are shown in Figs. 8.8a and 8.8b. The contributions from neoclassical transport

and anomalous transport of drift wave and ballooning branches are separated in the

figures. We can see that the dominant energy loss comes from the anomalous thermal

transport in the drift wave branch. The thermal diffusivities are very small in the

inner region. This is due to the relatively flat pressure gradient in the inner region,

where the instabilities will not be strongly excited. The primary energy loss there is

from the sawtooth instability. The peaks in the figures come from the finite radial

grid point effects in the numerical algorithm to treat some physical processes, such

as the switch in rji mode in the model. This effect has been extensively investigated

without any indication that it significantly affects the overall results [60, 70].

8.5 Summary

In this chapter, the experimentally calibrated transport model has been ap-

plied to the simulation of five L—mode discharges from JT-60. Even though this

theory-based model was calibrated against deuterium discharges, it reasonably suc-

cessfully reproduces the temperature profile data from global plasma parameters in

these hydrogen plasma discharges. The temperature profiles are qualitatively pre-

dicted by the transport model, which is consistent with a previously reported empiri-

cal scaling [19]. Some deviations exist between the reported temperature profiles and

simulation results. This may result from both the imperfection in the simulations,
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such as the treatment of impurities radiation loss, and/or from diagnostic calibra-

tion variance and/or systematic calibration offsets. This may also arise from the

uncertainty of the current transport multipliers or other inaccuracies in the transport

model, as indicated by the size of confidence regions in the last chapter. However,

the results given in the present chapter indicate that a promising theoretical tokamak

transport model has been obtained.
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Discharge
Type
flo(ro)
a{m)
Vi{v)
Bt(T)

IP(MA)
ne(1019/m3)

Ai
Zeff

PNB (MW)
heam (sees)
tdiag (sees)

Table 8.

10619
limiter

3.00
0.873
0.427

4.5
0.965
1.67
1.0

3.49
5.17
3.08
8.6

1 Discharge Parameters

10643
limiter

3.02
0.886
0.481
4.48
1.9

3.93
1.0

3.72
9.49
6.53
8.6

11220
limiter

3.00
0.866
0.582
4.52
2.66
6.51
1.0

2.49
9.61
5.05
7.1

11170
divertor

2.91
0.716
0.357
4.65
0.95
3.44
1.0
1.69
11.7
3.03
4.6

11206
divertor

2.92
0.726
0.253
4.64
1.45
4.37
1.0
1.25
7.52
5.52
7.0
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neutral beam injection power (PNBI) from experimental measurements in JT-60 shot 10643.
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Chapter 9

Application of a Calibrated

Tokamak Transport Model to

ITER Ignition Studies

A theory-based tokamak transport model has been calibrated and tested

against the experimental data in the preceding chapters. In this chapter, this model is

applied to ITER ignition studies. The reference simulation of basic ITER Engineering

Design Activity (EDA) parameters shows that a self sustained thermonuclear burn

can be achieved provided that impurity control makes radiative losses sufficiently

small. The ignition probabilities of both ITER EDA and Conceptual Design Activity

(CDA) parameters are investigated. These results suggest that a high energy auxiliary

heating power significantly less than 100 MW should heat ITER EDA to ignition.

In the following sections: an introduction is given in Section 1; the physical

model is described in Section 2; a reference simulation is given is Section 3; probability

of ignition is studied in Section 4; and summary is given in Section 5.

9.1 Introduction

Recently, a number of different transport models have been used in the

ITER design study [173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178]. These models employed a "one and
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one half" dimensional transport code to solve a full set of time dependent transport

equations for plasma profiles. Such results can assist in choosing the design point

in parameter space and investigating profile control. Most of these transport models

employed empirical or semi-empirical radial flux transport formulas with prescribed

constants.

In this chapter, we employ a comprehensive calibrated theory-based radial

transport model to investigate start-up and ignition burn in ITER. This model has

been studied and optimized over the past several years by several authors [61, 62,

60, 71]. It includes a linear combination of contributions from two different branches

of the linear dispersion relation in the radial anomalous transport formulas with

two experimentally calibrated constants. The application of the calibrated transport

model to basic ITER EDA parameters shows that a self sustained thermonuclear

burn with around 1.5 GW fusion power can be achieved using 50.0 MW auxiliary

heating power and 1.2 X 102O/m3 volume averaged electron density provided that

impurity control makes radiative losses sufficiently small. The probability of ignition

is investigated for both ITER EDA and CDA parameters. The results show that an

auxiliary heating power significantly lower than 100 MW can be used to heat ITER

EDA parameters to ignition.

9.2 Physical Model

The theory-based model used here is called "multi-mode" transport model.

This model combines a linear summation of nonlinear estimates of contributions from

drift wave and ballooning branch instabilities to account for the anomalous transport.

The drift wave branch includes trapped electron, ion temperature gradient and circu-

lating electron effects. The ballooning branch includes effects addressed by resistive,

kinetic ballooning and neoclassical MHD treatments. The resulting anomalous fluxes

are added to neoclassical transport and incorporated into a set of time-dependent,

flux-surface-averaged particle and energy conservation equations. This set of equa-

tions with realistic source and sink terms is solved in the "one and one half dimen-

sional" transport code BALDUR [138]. The general form of fluxes used here can be
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written as

Qe = -ne{e-(xl + XC
e
E) + eC2(xfB + xfB + X™ + xfM + x f B ) } ~ (9.1)

Qi = - n ^ l x l + xf^ + e-lxf^ + X ^ + x P ) } ^ (9.2)

Ta = -{e^(Di + D°E) + eci(D™ + D»M + DKB)}^ (9.3)

Here Qe^ specifies the flux-surface-averaged radial fluxes of electron (subscript e) and

ion (subscript i) energy and Fo of particle species type a. x denotes the contribution

from electron motion along stochastic magnetic fields. Detailed expressions for these

transport coefficients given in Appendix 1 are the same as those used in Chapter 7

except for a change of parameter denoted in that reference, C23. This parameter con-

trols a reduction of particle transport that occurs in the limit of low collisionality and

high 7]i. This slight change was motivated by a re-examination of the theory, checked

against the experimental data, and found to have no clear impact on the goodness of

fit. The drift wave branch and ballooning branch multipliers eCl and e°2 represent two

turbulence saturation level calibrations. They were previously calibrated against a

relatively broad database including L— mode and H— mode discharges. A Bayesian

probability method was employed there to optimize the multipliers. The method used

allowed for calibration and/or model offset factors and "error bar" rescaling factors.

A posterior probability function of cx and c2 was obtained from Bayes' theorem. By

maximizing the posterior probability function versus these two multipliers, we ob-

tained 1.03 times the nominal drift wave branch theoretical fluxes and 0.50 times

the nominal ballooning branch theoretical fluxes, respectively, with corresponding

confidence regions shown in Fig. 7.1. These anomalous transport fluxes are added

to neoclassical flux and incorported into the following flux-surface-averaged tranport

equations

( 9 - 5 )
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dB6 _ d I" 7?n 2KRQF2 d (V'Be l\Vp\

dt ~ ~dp[FR0<R-2> no V'dp\ F \ R2

B >ext] (9.6)
tR~2>

Here, the first equation is particle conservation equation, the second equation is energy

conservation equation, and the third equation is poloidal magnetic field diffusion

equation. This group of tranport equations is differenced using conservative Crank-

Niclson method with an adjustable implicit parameter. The time centering of tranport

coefficients and source terms is accomplished using predictor-corrector scheme.

The MHD equilibrium code VMOMS is employed here to solve the two di-

mensional Grad-Shafranov equation with given pressure and current profiles at fixed

boundary condition [179] (hence the designation, "one and one-half dimensional")

using a moment expansion method. The effective surface area V'(p) and various

geometric factors are obtained. The plasma density and temperatures are then read-

justed adiabatically, and the toroidal current I(p) is readjusted by keeping the safety

factor fixed. Next, tranport calculations are carried out for one or more timesteps

holding V and the geometric factors fixed. The resulting pressure and current profiles

are used for the calculation of a new equilibrium.

Initial temperature and density profiles are assumed to be parabolic in ra-

dius. The boundary conditions used here are from an empirical study of the L—

and H— mode discharges considering particle and energy transport at the edge of

plasma [170]. As the transport model used here is not applicable near the scrapeoff

layer, the radial boundary {r\) in the calculation is set to A = 0.05/I?t inside the

outmost closed flux surface, where Bt is toroidal magnetic field (all in SI units). The

boundary density follows

nA = ^Bi-l.O+^l.O + i^—y) (9.7)

where B is toroidal magnetic field, < n > is the volume-averaged electron density

and rif, = 2.06 X 1019m~3ies/a~1 is constant which is calibrated by a least square fit

to the data given in Chapter 7.

The boundary temperature below the ideal MHD pressure limits is obtained
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by solving

where

h = co{RQlaf-2K-°AI%\PMW (9.9)

In above equations, a is the minor radius, Ro is the major radius, K is the elongation, /

is the toroidal current and P is the outflow power across the boundary. The constant

Ts = 0.07keV is taken from previous studies, and the present results are not expected

to be sensitive to this choice. T« and CQ are calibrated using the least squares method

with boundary data from the same data set that we used to calibrate the transport

model. Here, we obtain T» = 0.61 keV and c0 = 4.54. An initial prescribed boundary

temperature is used as the first step of simulation. The resulting outflow power is

employed to calculate the new boundary temperature. This procedure is repeated

three times to attain convergence for the reference transport model, and the resulting

boundary conditions are used for all the simulations discussed here. Both empirically

and theoretically, we do not expect that (3' = d/3/dr at our boundary location, r\,

is larger than the first ideal MHD j3 limit, where /? is the ratio of kinetic pressure

to magnetic pressure. Approximately, that is, —0 < 0.6s/(q2R0), where s is the

dimensionless magnetic shear and q is the safety factor. From this relation, with given

density at r\, we have the limited boundary temperature Tjf. Hence, the boundary

temperature used here is min{T^odel,T^}.

Neutral transport is simulated using a Monte Carlo algorithm by influxing

enough neutral hydrogen isotopes at 0.04 keV to match the volume averaged elec-

tron density. Operations designed to approximate equal fractions of deuterium and

tritium using boundary density and recycling, and 1% of beryllium concentrations

are assumed for our reference simulation. The helium concentration is around 10%

with 95% of helium crossing the boundary location returning as neutrals with energy

0.04 keV. The a particle heating in fusion is computed using a local plasma heating

model [138].
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Radiation losses from bremsstrahlung, line, recombination and synchrotron

radiation are evaluated in the coronal equilibrium using the radiation tables of Post

et al. [180]. More radiation can come from the non-equilibrium impurity radiation as

described by Stotler [181]; but we have inadequate information on neutral recycling

to accurately model the charge-exchange recombination contribution to this effect,

which in any case is expected to be rather modest for the low-Z dominated plasma

assumed here. Electron energy losses of 0.03 keV per hydrogen ionization as well as

ion energy losses due to charge exchange transport of neutral hydrogen isotopes are

also included.

Sawtooth activity is also simulated in the study. This is done by interchang-

ing the particle and energy around the q = 1, using Kadomtsev's model [168]. Only

10% of the poloidal fluxes are exchanged during each sawtooth crash as suggested

by a study of q profiles on Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) [169]. The Park-

Montecillo model for the sawtooth period [182], rsaw oc Rl(Te0)
3/2/Zeff, is employed

and calibrated against one JET H-mode discharge (15894) sawtooth period [71]. Here,

Teo is the central electron temperature and Zeff is the effective charge. The result of

this calibration (in SI units except with Te0 in keV) is rsaw = 0.01Rl(TeO)3^2/Zeff.

We start the simulation by growing the ITER plasma in the vacuum vessel

from the conditions available in an existing present JET experiment, except for larger

major radius and higher toroidal field in ITER. Growing the plasma size during the

build-up of current can overcome the potential skin current problem, which might

otherwise induce disruptions during the stage of start-up [183]. The safety factor at

edge is kept approximately constant during the growth of plasma and build-up of

current in order to obtain predictable current profiles. The plasma density ramp up

during the Ohmic heating stage is chosen to remain to close Greenwald's limit [184],

defined by

narecnwald = l^I/^a2) (9.10)

This will help to reduce the shine through loss in the latter phase of auxiliary heating.

The neutral beam injection is used as an auxiliary heating with 50 MW

power and 1.0 MeV energy. This follows the suggestion of the ITER Joint Central
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Team for achieving a self-sustained thermonuclear burn [185]. It is assumed that this

can be obtained by neutralization of negative deuterium ions. The central tangent

radius of beam is assumed to be halfway between the vacuum field magnetic axis and

our inner plasma boundary for effectively heating the plasma at relatively low density

and contributing to current drive.

The basic plasma parameters for the ITER EDA and CDA studies are listed

in Table 9.1 [185, 186]. Here, the 6 is the triangularity at our boundary location, and

the other parameters are the same as previously defined.

9.3 Reference Simulation

For a reference simulation, we apply the transport model to the study of an

ITER EDA case with volume-averaged electron density < ne > = 1.2 x 102O/m3. The

main results from the simulation are shown in Figs. 9.1 - 7. The time evolution of

fusion power and /? are given in Fig. 9.1 and 9.2. We can see that a self-sustained

quasi-steady state thermonuclear burn has been achieved. The total fusion power

from thermonuclear reactions is about 1.5 GW, which meets the design goal of ITER

team. The total /? is around 3.0%, which is lower than Troyon's limit, 3.5%, (Ptroyon =

2.5I(MA)/(a(m)B(Tesla))) from MHD instability studies [187].

No evidence is seen of a runaway thermal instability, presumably because

of the enhanced loss at higher j3 in the anomalous transport model. The periodic

fluctuation of j3 results from the periodic activity of sawteeth. Fig. 9.3 shows the

time dependent heating power and loss power. The heating power is well balanced

by the loss power during the quasi-steady state burn. The heating power includes

Ohmic heating, neutral beam injection heating and a particle heating. The loss power

consists of the conduction and convection from electrons and ions towards the wall,

electron-driven radiation, ion recombination and charge exchange losses. The plasma

heating can be divided into three stages. The first stage is from 10 to 90 s. Only

Ohmic heating is used during this period. The use of such a long Ohmic heating

phase is a computational convenience (and possibly an experimental one for such a

large machine), but is not expected to be essential to our conclusions. The a particle
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heating at this time is negligible because there is little thermonuclear reaction. The

second stage starts from 90 to 150 s. A total 50 MW neutral beam injection is

employed as an auxiliary heating to heat the plasma to higher temperature between

90 s to 150 s in our reference simulation. The rapid increasing of plasma temperature

enhances the thermonuclear reaction, which results in total heating power rising to

above 400 MW. The third stage begins when the neutral beam injection power is

turned off at 150 s. The total heating power falls down quickly. The a particle heats

the plasma to balance the losses.

The time development of the electron density profile is given in Fig. 9.4.

The fuel ion density profile with a similar shape is given in Fig. 9.5. The ratio of fuel

ion density to electron density is about 0.86 in quasi-steady state. The appreciable

differences between electron and ion density are due to the accumulation of helium

from nuclear reaction, which is given in Fig. 9.6. The flat density profile helps to

reduce pressure-gradient-driven anomalous transport for a given temperature profile.

The line-averaged electron density is above the Greenwald limit which is around

0.8 X 102O/ra3 during the burn phase. The Greenwald limit is an observational density

limit that can be exceeded using pellet injection [188], which might be necessary for

density evolution of the type illustrated here if the power in ITER does not otherwise

allow such plasma densities. Fig. 9.7 and 9.8 show the time evolution of electron

and ion temperature profiles. It can be seen that electrons and ions have around the

same temperature, and that the central temperature of ions is only slightly higher

than that of the electrons. Bremsstrahlung radiation profile given in Fig. 9.9 is a

noticeable electron energy loss in the center of these high temperature and low central

transport rate plasmas. The time dependent profile of safety factor, q, is plotted in

Fig. 9.10. The central safety factor q(0) is less than 1.0, which causes the sawteeth.

The edge safety factor q(a) is around 3.0. This should keep the plasma away from

the m = 2, n = 1 tearing mode, which is believed to cause the disruption in tokamak.

The radial location of q = 1.0 is around one half of the minor radius at the boundary.

This brings about a relatively large heat pulse in the radial direction after sawteeth,

which is reflected from the substantial central temperature drops after each sawtooth

event.
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The thermal energy at 300 s is about 1.25 GJ. The global energy confinement

time is T% — 3.80 s. The H factor is about 2.0, where H = TE/TJTERS9-P and

with A, = 2.5, n20 = 1.2 and the other parameters as listed in Table 9.1. Note that

this is partly a consequence of centrally peaked a particle heating, as the contribution

of about 1 keV boundary temperature pedestal is modest in this case.

9.4 Ignition Probability for ITER

In the Chapter 7, confidence regions were derived to account for the uncer-

tainties in the theoretical transport model. The posterior probability density function

for the two multipliers cx and c2 with the given data Y used in that study is

p{cuc2\Y) = 0.247exp{-l/2("c+-"?,) ty-1 ( " ? - - ? . ) } (9.12)

where, subscript t denotes transpose, the covariance matrix V is given by

) (9.13)
621.08 193.75 /

and ~~c * = (0.0298, —0.6879)*. This probability density is a bivariate normal fitting

to a large number of data points, and it is not expected to be particularly accurate

except in the neighborhood of the fitted maximum likelihood point, ~cm. In particu-

lar, integrals over this distribution giving values > 90% should be viewed as purely

"nominal" estimates. The cumulative ignition probability can be obtained by using

the above probability density function and the marginal ignition function, c2 = /(ci),

in Ci, c2 space.

/•oo rf{ci)
Prignition= / p(c1,c2\Y)dc1dc2 (9.14)

J—oo J—oo

In this equation, c2 = f(ci) comes from the least squares fitting of marginal ignition

point ci, c2. Operationally, here we define a discharge with f3 higher than 1.0% at 150

s after the end of auxiliary heating as ignited. The ignition probabilities for several
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different cases have been investigated using basic parameter set in Table 9.1. These

cases are listed in Table 9.2.

The first case is the reference simulation we just discussed before. The

impurity beryllium concentration is set to 2.0% in the second case. In the third case,

the total current is reduced to 20.0 MA. In the fourth case, the volume-averaged

density of electron is lowered to 1.0 X 102O/m3. A total 40.0 MW of neutral beam

injection power is used in the fifth case. The last case is from ITER CDA parameters

with < ne > = 1.2 x 1020/m3 and 1.0% of beryllium impurity. The corresponding

marginal ignition functions f{c\) for these cases and the posterior confidence region

from Eq. 9.9 are given in Fig. 9.11. The cumulative ignition probability is the integral

over the possible operating regime c2 < /(ci) weighted by the probability density in

Eq. 9.11. The ignition probabilities for these six cases are obtained and given in

Table 9.2. Comparing cases 1 and 2, we find significant effects on ITER ignition from

less effective impurity control. The probability of ignition falls sharply from 99.9%

to 88.8% when the Be concentration rises from 1.0% to 2.0%. The discharge cools

dramatically when too much energy is radiated from the plasma by impurities. Also,

changing the current from 24.0 MA to 20.0 MA leads to a significant decrease of

ignition probability in case 3. This is because of the degradation of confinement at

lower current. In Fig. 9.11, the relatively smaller < ne > of case 4 gives a somewhat

larger ignition probability than the reference simulation case. This may result in part

from the higher boundary temperature for the lower density with the same first /?

limit, which reduces the outflowing heat losses, or the lower impurity and helium ash

which cause lower radiation losses. The auxiliary power of the reference simulation

decreases by 10.0 MW in the fifth case. There is no appreciable difference in the

ignition probability. In Section 3, we have seen that the plasma is overheated during

neutral beam injection. Therefore, the probability of ignition is primarily determined

by the confinement after turning off auxiliary heating. For the ITER CDA case, the

probability of ignition is much smaller than that of the ITER EDA case. Important

design parameters in the CDA case are smaller than in the EDA case. This results

in a poorer confinement than the EDA parameters. The EDA parameters used here

are meant to be a conservative design. The ignition probability analysis gives high
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confidence for ignition in the present context, assuming adequate impurity control.

However, the EDA case is more expensive to build. The CDA parameters give less

confidence of ignition, but they are closer to what may be realistically achievable.

9.5 Summary

Above studies suggest that a lower auxiliary power can be used to heat the

ITER EDA parameters to ignition. Adequate confinement is of critical importance in

achieving a self-sustained thermonuclear burn. Adequate impurity control is necessary

to avoid cooling the plasma through radiation. Reduction of ignition probability with

the reduction of machine size has been illustrated here. To achieve ignition in a smaller

tokamak, greater emphasis needs to be placed on the optimization of parameters to

improve the ignition probability.

While the ignition probabilities summarized in Table 9.2 are quite encour-

aging, it should be kept in mind that good helium pumping is assumed, only the

two dominant a priori uncertain parameters in the theory models are varied to ob-

tain confidence contours for this study, and the posterior confidence contours are fit

with a bivariate normal approximation that is unlikely to be very accurate at the

extremes, particularly, outside the 10% - 90% confidence range. The largest ignition

probability obtained here is thus expected to represent an upper bound estimation

for ITER ignition. They could be be overly optimistic if we consider more physical

uncertainties, such as effects of operating over the Greenwald density, potential dif-

ficulties in obtaining an L— to H— mode transition and use of less than the fully

informative limit for other theory model parameters. It should be understood that in

a more complete study, performance probabilities well outside the 10% - 90% range

can be expected to tend towards more moderate values.
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Table 9.1 Basic ITER Parameters
Parameter

i?o(m)
a (m)

K

8
/(MA)
BtCT)

EDA
8.1
3.0
1.55
0.22
24.0
5.7

CDA
6.0
2.15
1.98
0.38
22.0
4.85
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Table 9.2 Ignition Probabilities under Different Cases

case
type

Paux(MW)
<ne> (1020/m3)

I{MA)
Be(%)

1
EDA
50.0
1.2

24.0
1.0

99.9

2
EDA
50.0
1.2

24.0
2.0
88.8

3
EDA
50.0
1.2

20.0
1.0
0.2

4
EDA
50.0
1.0

24.0
1.0

99.9

5
EDA
40.0
1.2

24.0
1.0

99.9

6
CDA
50.0
1.2

22.0
1.0

62.6
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Fig. 9.1: Thermonuclear fusion power as a function
of time in the ITER reference simulation.
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Fig. 9.2: Beta as a function of time in the ITER reference simulation.
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Fig. 9.3: Total heating and loss power as a function
of time in the ITER reference simulation.
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Fig. 9.4: Electron density profile as a function
of time in the ITER reference simulation.
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Fig. 9.5: Ion density profile as a function
of time in the ITER reference simulation.
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Fig. 9.6: Helium density profile as a function
of time in the ITER reference simulation.
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Fig. 9.7: Electron temperature profile as a
function of time in the ITER reference simulation.
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Fig. 9.8: Ion temperature profile as a function
of time in the ITER reference simulation.
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Fig 9.9: Electron Bremsstrahlung radiation profile
as a function of time in the ITER reference simulation.
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Fig. 9.10: Safety factor (q) profile as a function
of time in the ITER reference simulation.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

In this work, we have applied the methodology of mathematical modeling to

the study of plasma transport in tokamaks using a theory-based multi-mode trans-

port model. This model includes a linear combination of contribution corresponding

to the drift wave branch and ballooning branch of the appropriate dispersion rela-

tion, together with neoclassical transport in the radial flux formulas. A Bayesian

parameter estimation method was established including experimental calibration er-

ror/model offsets and error bar rescaling factors to determine the saturation level of

drift wave and ballooning branches in the multi-mode transport model with quantita-

tive confidence level of calibrated parameters. A trial application to the calibration of

a gyroBohm multi-mode transport model with testing on a pair of DIII-D discharges

shows the effectiveness of the Bayesian estimation method. This method was then

applied to calibrating the nominal transport model used by Kinsey et al. against

a wide range database from seven tokamaks and twelve discharges. The relatively

small confidence regions obtained suggest that these estimators may be useful. The

calibrated transport model was then verified and tested on five discharges from JT-60

with no adjustable constants. The results showed a reasonablely good agreement with

experimental data. Finally, the tested multi-mode tokamak plasma transport model

was applied to the transport analysis of the ignition probability in a next generation

machine ITER. The reference simulation using basic ITER engineering design activ-

ity (EDA) parameters shows that a self-sustained thermonuclear burn with 1.5 GW
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output power can be achieved provided that impurity control makes radiative losses

sufficiently small in a plasma density 1.2 X 102O/m3 using 50 MW auxiliary heating.

The ignition probability of ITER for the EDA parameters can be nominally as high as

99.9%. The same probability for concept design activity (CDA) parameters of ITER,

which has small size and lower current, is only 62.6%. Adequate confinement is of crit-

ical importance in achieving a self-sustained thermonuclear burn. These results are

in agreement with the other ITER physical studies and support the conclusion from

ITER expert team, except the results from Texas/PPPL transport model study [189].

This work also shows that the systematic procedure of mathematical modeling is of

great use to study the complex process like plasma transport in the tokamaks and

make reasonable extrapolation analysis for the engineering design.

The discrepancy between the prediction from this transport model and that

from Texas/PPPL model may be due to the different physical model and methodol-

ogy used in each study. Here, we have used a set of best theoretical transport modes

available at the time we started this work with systematic calibration and validation

before the final application to ITER ignition study. The Texas/PPPL model repre-

sents a state of art of theoretical transport model but without following the systematic

calibration and validation before the application to ITER study. One way to solve

that discrepancy is to apply the systematic methodology that we have established

here to the study of Texas/PPPL model. This will help to understand the difference

between two transport models and enhance the confidence in the prediction of ITER

from transport model.

Several useful computational tools were developed as byproducts of this

study. These include a package of preparation and postprocessing softwares for BAL-

DUR, which were written in Fortran, a numerical solver for one dimensional, time

dependent, nonlinear transport equations written in C, and an objected-oriented pa-

rameter estimation code for the statistical analysis using C++ programming.

There are two improvements suggested here for the future work. One con-

cerns plasma physics; another is in the computer engineering aspect. Concerning

plasma physics aspect, current driven using neutral beam injection and/or fast waves

could be investigated using the calibrated multi-mode transport model. Several new
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theoretical modes, e.g. Nordman-Weiland mode and Guzdar-Drake mode, could be

included and tested in the multi-mode transport model following the methodology

we presented here. The same methodology can also be applied to the Texas/PPPL

model. Concerning computer engineering, there is a need for an object-oriented toka-

mak plasma transport model. The transport code used in this study was written

starting c. twenty years ago, and it does not have a good extensibility and reusabil-

ity. These can be achieved using modern object-oriented programming style, e.g.

C++. This code was originally implemented on Cray vector machine. The typical

execution time is between three and ten minutes. A shorter computation time can

be obtained through parallelizing the present code on Cray machine or on another

parallel machine.
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Appendix

Anomalous Transport Coefficients

The transport coefficients of different modes in the drift-wave and ballooning

branches for the transport fluxes used here are given in Tables 1, 2, and 3. In Table 1,

the trapped electron mode (TEM) and ion temperature gradient mode are combined

in a set of expressions for xi,i a n d D\. Except that the eg is set to 6.0 and d19 to 2.5,

the other constants (CJ and dj for j < 81) are set to 1.0 in this study.
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Table 1. Drift/77, and Circulating Electron Transport Coefficients

C = [k>T,/(m,Ai)]lfi r = T./Ti sCy, = \{r/q)(dq/dr)\

*ci = eB/{mi>Ai) /9*(2/i.Jfc»/fl*)(n.r.+fnri) fc = 1 - (r/a)

Ac.«/ = 37.8 - ln(ni/2Te-
1) aiiv = icy< + (It"3 In'1 |4/Jt| - In"1 4)«

^ 1

Pi ••

t =

P»i

kx

»:

D:

= (2Jb»T«/m,)l/a

= (2kbTi{mpAi)1/2

- «./Wci

"~* PiQt ^

= 0.3/p.

= kxp.C./Ln

wherei/.. = W:}?™ where 6 = ( ^
3(«»c.)ami/3(*tT.)s/» ^ 1 divertor plasmas

1/* = t>eW#o/(<3/3*>e) i«m = minfJji,, r/p$i]

/eoji = min[l, .lcji/t/,.] J = max[.5J3,ii,m]

«] ^ j = 3/(1.7q3Ro)

T),,i = Ln/Lr,,i

IT.' = maxfl - Ti/(dTi/dr)\,p$i] rj? = max[c30,5d3iU/R,20dMLn/(Roq)]

<*(*li/iik - l)/cr »?'* < W < (1 + CT)»?.'
cs î > (1 + cj)r)j

max[| - 0/{d0/dr)\,pti]

0' = 0/1,0

DCE = (i/.iw:/w?.)

x\ = (1 - .M19fitk

Fi = K-4 J» £>,• = (2 W ) 1 ' 3 ^ - " " X! = A! + /i,fc A'
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Table 2. Kinetic and Resistive Ballooning Transport Coefficients

/j,k = {l+exp[-.M/3'-#1

(n) = max[3rf3i,2] A =
Lm = max[| - ni

- 57«a), o]
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Table 3. Neoclassical MHD Transport Coefficients

; + 0.222Z3
e/J )/(l + 2.966Ze// + 0.753Z2,,)

6t ~ [1+ a . ( l + 1.07vl{7 + 1.02J/ . . )(1 +

AJV = {3C1 - 1 + 2[S71(2571 - l ) ] 1 / 3 } 1 / a

/A = (1 - A^l)/[1 - 2 1 " / ( A ; V + Aj,)]-1/3

V — "«

fit = 0.66<1/2fi(l + 1.031/1/* + 0.31t/.,)"'(l + 0.

/ * "»«

S = TH/THT

L.

ut =

u, = nqp,c,/(rLn)
7. = CTot^/(45)]1/

/ r = «W/O«* + 7o)] +

DNM =

X, =

i?M = fdi*f?Mx>
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Computer Codes

• Baldur preparation and postprocessing codes:

AutoBaldur - unix shell script for the automatic parameter scan
using queue sub mode.

Baldurshell - unix shell script for the preparation and postprocess-
ing.

boundary.f - determine the boundary temperature and density for
the input.

chord.f - calculate the chord averaged line density from BALDUR
output and compare with experimental data.

extrTNmajor.f - extract the temperature and density as a function
of major radius BALDUR output.

extrTNminor.f - extract the temperature and density as a function
of minor radius from BALDUR output.

extrdiff.f - extract the radial thermal diffusion coeficients for different
modes from BALDUR output.

extrmhd.f - extract the MHD geometry of plasma in tokamak from
BALDUR output.

extrpower.f - extract the time dependent fusion power of plasma
from BALDUR output.

extrshap.f - extract the shape of magnetic flux surface from BAL-
DUR output.

extrtime.f - extract the time dependent parameters of plasma from
BALDUR output.

mvarpro.f - calculate residuals and variances from electron density,
temperature, and ion temperature against experimental data.

prepro.f - prepare the input data file for BALDUR.

• Transport equation solver codes:

chi.c - calculate the transport coefficients.
ini.c - set up initial conditions.
mtr.c - calcualte the matrix coefficients.
nrutil.c - set up vector and matrix.
readin.c - set up input parameters.
source, c - calculate the right side of matrix.
test.c - driver code for transport equation solver.
tridag.c - solve tridiagonal matrix equation.
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• Statistic parameter estimation codes:

Dmatrix.C - define a real type matrix.
Func.C - define a real type single and multiple variables function.
Likelifunc.C - define a likelihood function.
Minld.C - define a one-dimension optimization.
Minmd.C - define a multi-dimension optimization.
MLEstat.C - define a maximum likelihood estimation.
SPDmatrix.C - define a real type sysmetric positive definite matrix.
testmd.C - driver code for statistic parameter estimation.
Vector.C - define an arbitray type vector array.
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